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Abstract
In this paper we study a hierarchical supersymmetric model for a class
of gapless, three-dimensional, weakly disordered quantum systems, dis-
playing pointlike Fermi surface and conical intersections of the energy
bands in the absence of disorder. We use rigorous renormalization group
methods and supersymmetry to compute the correlation functions of the
system. We prove algebraic decay of the two-point correlation function,
compatible with delocalization. A main technical ingredient is the multi-
scale analysis of massless bosonic Gaussian integrations with purely imag-
inary covariances, performed via iterative stationary phase expansions.
1 Introduction
An important conjecture in mathematical quantum mechanics is that disor-
dered, noninteracting, 3d quantum systems display a localization/delocalization
transition as function of the disorder strength [7, 1]. The simplest model that
is expected to give rise to such transition is the Anderson model, described by
a random Schro¨dinger operator
Hω “ ´∆` γVω , on ℓ
2pZ3q (1.1)
with ´∆ the lattice Laplacian and Vω a random potential, e.g. pVωψqpxq “
ωpxqψpxq with tωpxquxPZ3 i.i.d. random variables with variance Op1q.
From a mathematical viewpoint, a lot is known about this problem for strong
disorder, |γ| " 1. There, one expects wave packets not to spread in time, and
transport to be suppressed (zero conductivity). This phenomenon has been
rigorously understood for general d-dimensional models starting from the sem-
inal work [38], where a KAM-type multiscale analysis approach to localization
was developed, and later via the fractional moments method [3]. See [6] for a
pedagogical review of mathematical results on Anderson localization.
Instead, for small disorder much less is known from a rigorous viewpoint. In
three dimensions, one expects nontrivial transport, and an emergent diffusive
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behavior of the quantum dynamics. Unfortunately, so far no fully satisfactory
rigorous result is available on this problem. Results have been obtained for tree
graphs and similar structures, [48, 4, 6, 37, 13, 14, 49, 67]. The analogous prob-
lem for random matrix models is much better understood, see [32] for a review of
recent results. Concerning short ranged lattice models, important progress has
been obtained in [33, 34, 35], where diffusion for the Anderson model has been
proven in the scaling limit, and in [27, 28], where a localization/delocalization
transition for a supersymmetric effective model has been established (see also
[24] for more recent extensions).
The starting point of [27, 28] is a mapping of the disorder-averaged cor-
relations of the Anderson model into those of an interacting supersymmetric
quantum field theory model. This mapping was first introduced in physics in
[30] (see also [73], for a related approach based on the replica trick), and allows
to import field-theoretic methods to study random Schro¨dinger operators. Let
us briefly describe it. Consider a general class of random Schro¨dinger operators,
Hω “ H ` γVω, with H a short-ranged lattice Schro¨dinger operator, on a finite
sublattice Λ of Z3. Let Gωpx, y;µ´ iεq be the Green’s function:
Gωpx, y;µ´ iεq :“ xδx,
1
Hω ´ µ` iε
δyy . (1.2)
The parameter µ P R plays the role of chemical potential, while ε ą 0 intro-
duces a regularization of the Green’s function. The relevant setting for weakly
disordered metals is µ P σpHq (as L Ñ 8). It is well known that the Green’s
function can be represented as the covariance of a Gaussian Grassmann field,
as follows:
iGωpx, y;µ´ iεq “
ş
r
ś
xPΛ dψ
`
x dψ
´
x s e
´pψ`,C´1ω ψ
´qψ´x ψ
`
yş
r
ś
xPΛ dψ
`
x dψ
´
x s e´pψ
`,C
´1
ω ψ´q
, (1.3)
with C´1ω :“ ´ipHω ´ µq ` ε; the reason for the multiplication by the trivial
factor i will be clear in a moment. The denominator is the determinant of the
matrix C´1ω , which is a random object; as a consequence, the expression (1.3)
is not very useful for the purpose of computing the disorder average.
The key remark is that the reciprocal of a determinant can be written as a
complex Gaussian integral:
iGωpx, y;µ´ iεq (1.4)
“
ż
r
ź
xPΛ
dψ`x dψ
´
x sr
ź
xPΛ
dφ`x dφ
´
x s e
´pψ`,C´1ω ψ
´qe´pφ
`,C´1ω φ
´qψ´x ψ
`
y .
Suppose that Vωpxq “ ωpxq, with tωpxqu i.i.d. Gaussian variables with variance
1. One has, by the Hubbard-Stratonovich formula:
iEωGωpx, y;µ´ iεq (1.5)
“
ż
Drψ, φs e´pψ
`,C´1ψ´qe´pφ
`,C´1φ´qe´λ
ř
xpφ
`
x φ
´
x`ψ
`
x ψ
´
x q
2
ψ´x ψ
`
y
where Drψ, φs “ r
ś
xPΛ dψ
`
x dψ
´
x sr
ś
xPΛ dφ
`
x dφ
´
x s, the inverse covariance is C
´1
“ ´ipH ´ µq ` ε and λ “ γ2{2. The same trick can be applied to rewrite
the average of the product of Green’s functions, by introducing internal degrees
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of freedom for the fields, labelling different copies of Gω. Internal degrees of
freedom for H (e.g., spin or sublattice labels) can also be taken into account in
a similar way.
Eq. (1.5) is an exact formula for the averaged Green’s function of the model
on a finite volume. It allows to recast the problem of computing the averaged
Green’s function for a random Schro¨dinger operator into a statistical mechan-
ics/quantum field theory problem. The factor i allows to circumvent the fact
that the operator H ´ µ need not be positive. Moreover, the parameter ε ą 0
allows to avoid singularities in the determinant at the denominator, and to make
sense of the complex Gaussian integrals. The problem we now have to face is
to construct this interacting quantum field theory model for λ small, uniformly
in the volume of the system and as εÑ 0`.
A formal approach often adopted in the physics literature is to perform
a saddle point analysis for the full Gaussian superfield Φ˘ “ pφ˘, ψ˘q, see
[31] for a review. As a result, one obtains remarkable predictions about the
behavior of the systems, such as the emergence of random matrix statistics
for the eigenvalue distribution of Hω. Making this strategy rigorous, however,
presents very serious mathematical challenges, which so far have been rigorously
tackled only for a class of effective supersymmetric models, [23, 27, 28], or in
the context of random matrix models (mean field regime) [69, 70].
Another possibility, less explored from a rigorous viewpoint, is to apply rig-
orous renormalization group (RG) methods to construct the Gibbs state of the
interacting supersymmetric model for small λ, that is to evaluate the integral
in Eq. (1.5) via a convergent multiscale analysis. Similar methods have been
recently used in [59], for an analysis at all orders in renormalized perturba-
tion theory of the correlation functions of an effective supersymmetric model of
graphene in the presence of random gauge fields. See also [15, 56, 57, 66] for
earlier approaches to disordered systems via a combination of RG and random
matrix techniques. For quantum systems with quasi-random disorder, rigor-
ous RG techniques have been used to prove the existence of localization in the
ground state of the interacting fermionic chains [62].
In the present context, the most serious difficulties one has to face in a
nonperturbative application of RG methods are:
(i) the large field problem, due to the unboundedness of the bosonic fields;
(ii) the infrared problem, which arises whenever µ lies in the spectrum of H ;
(iii) the presence of a purely imaginary covariance for the bosonic integration.
The goal of this paper is to present a rigorous solution to these problems, in a
simple yet nontrivial case. As usual in condensed matter physics models, the
geometry of the Fermi surface determines how severe are the infrared divergences
appearing in the naive perturbative expansion. In particular, in the context of
interacting fermionic systems, the rigorous study of the ground state of models
with general extended Fermi surfaces is so far out of the reach of the existing
rigorous RG methods. Important progress has been achieved in [25, 26], for the
low temperature construction of jellium, in [17], for low temperature analysis of
the 2d Hubbard model on the square lattice, and in r36s, for the Fermi liquid
construction of 2d models with asymmetric Fermi surface.
Here we shall consider a class of 3d quantum systems with pointlike Fermi
surface; these are models for Weyl semimetals, see [8] for a review. Weyl
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semimetals are a class of recently discovered condensed matter systems [47], that
might be thought as a 3d generalization of graphene. In these models, the (trans-
lation invariant) Schro¨dinger operator H can be written as H “
ş‘
T3
dk Hˆpkq,
with Hˆpkq the Bloch Hamiltonian of the model, k the quasi-momentum of the
particle, and T3 the Brillouin zone. The energy bands of Hˆpkq display conical
intersections at the Fermi level µ, at a finite number of Fermi points, also called
Weyl nodes, k “ kαF , α “ 1, . . . , 2M . As a consequence of this fact one has, up
to oscillating prefactors:
Gpx, y;µq “
ż
T3
dk eik¨px´yq
1
Hˆpkq ´ µ
„
1
}x´ y}2
as }x´ y} Ñ 8. (1.6)
It turns out that the reduced dimensionality of the Fermi surface allows to use
RG methods to construct the low/zero temperature interacting Gibbs state of
the model, both in two (corresponding to graphene-like systems) and three di-
mensions, and to prove universality results for transport coefficients; see [42, 43,
45, 44, 60, 61, 46]. We refer the reader to [58] for a review of recent applications
of rigorous RG methods interacting condensed matter systems.
Here we shall focus on three dimensional disordered Weyl semimetals, in the
presence of weak disorder and no interactions. Heuristic perturbative analy-
sis suggests that disorder is irrelevant in the renormalization group sense, see
[52, 53, 54] for early renormalization group approaches to disordered semimetals.
Nevertheless, the emergence of localized states at the Weyl points for weak dis-
order has been recently proposed in [55], and then challenged in [21]; see also [22]
and references therein for numerical simulations, showing that the delocalized
phase in Weyl semimetals with well separated nodes is is robust against weak
disorder. In this paper we shall consider a SUSY hierarchical approximation for
disordered Weyl semimetals: the connection between the hierarchical model and
the original lattice model lies in the scaling of the superfield covariance, which
will be chosen so to match the decay properties of the massless Green’s function
of the original model, Eq. (1.6). Let us also point out that our model describes
an interacting SUSY field associated to one Weyl node: from the point of view
of Weyl semimetals, it is relevant for the description of disorders that do not
couple different Fermi points.
Hierarchical models played an important role in the development of rigorous
RG methods, [29, 19, 39, 16, 40]. For instance, we mention the study of the
hierarchical ϕ44 theory [40], which paved the way to the construction of the full
lattice ϕ44 theory [41]. The connection between the two models is provided by
a cluster expansion [41], technically similar to a high temperature expansion in
classical statistical mechanics. See also [10, 11] for a recent extension of this
result to SUSY ϕ44, relevant for the study of the weakly selfavoiding walk, and
[12] for a detailed discussion of the hierarchical approximation of the model.
Hierarchical models have also been considered in the context of random
Schro¨dinger operators [20, 64, 50, 51, 71, 72], see also [65, 63] for discussions
about the connection with the Anderson localization/delocalization transition.
There, the model is defined on a one-dimensional lattice, and the range of the
hierarchical hopping is tuned to fix the effective dimension of the system. The
works [64, 50, 51, 71, 72] prove that, as long as the hopping is summable, the
model is in the localized phase.
In this paper, we rigorously construct the SUSY hierarchical version of 3d
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Weyl semimetals with well-separated Weyl nodes, and we prove algebraic decay
of correlations; the decay exponents are the same as those of the non disordered
model. Our RG analysis is inspired by the block spin transformation of [40,
41]; in particular, the study of the bosonic sector of the theory is performed
thanks to the careful control of the growth of the analyticity domain of the
effective action as a function of the complex bosonic field, and to the iteration
of suitable analyticity (Cauchy) estimates. With respect to [40], an important
simplification in our case is due to the fact the interaction (hence the disorder)
is irrelevant in the renormalization group sense. However, in contrast to [40],
the Gaussian covariances are purely imaginary, which means that the single step
of RG has to be performed exploiting oscillations. Also, one has to deal with
the extra presence of fermionic fields, which makes the analysis considerably
more involved with respect to a purely bosonic theory. Also, a key role in our
construction is played by supersymmetry, that allows to reduce the number of
running coupling constants, and to prove the equality (up to a sign) of fermionic
and bosonic correlations. If combined with a suitable cluster expansion, we
expect our result to extend to the full lattice model; we postpone this study to
future work. The only other application of cluster expansion techniques and RG
methods to QFT models with complex covariances we are aware of is the work
[9], on the construction of the ultraviolet sector of interacting three dimensional
lattice bosonic systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model
we will study, and we will state our main result, Theorem 2.2. In Section 3
we develop the RG method, that we will first apply to the construction of the
effective potential of the theory. Then, in Section 4 we apply this strategy to the
computation of the two-point function of the model, which allows to prove our
main result. Finally, in Appendix A we discuss the flow of the counterterm fixing
the choice of the interacting chemical potential; in Appendix B we prove some
key technical results; while in Appendix C we discuss the (super-)symmetries of
the model.
2 The model
2.1 The hierarchical Gaussian superfield
Let N P N, L P 2N. Let Λ Ă N3 be the set:
Λ :“
!
x P N3 | 0 ď xi ă L
N , i “ 1, 2, 3
)
. (2.1)
Let Λp1q :“ L´1ΛXN3. Later, it will be convenient to look at Λ as being covered
by disjoint blocks B
p1q
z of side L and labelled by z P Λp1q:
Bp1qz :“
!
x P Λ | zi ď L
´1xi ă zi ` 1, i “ 1, 2, 3
)
.
Λ “
ď
zPΛp1q
Bp1qz . (2.2)
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More generally, for any 1 ď k ď N , we set Λpkq :“ L´kΛ X N3. Obviously,
Λpk`1q Ă Λpkq. We set, for any z P Λpkq, with the understanding Λp0q ” Λ:
B
pkq
z :“ tx P Λ
pk´1q | zi ď L
´1xi ă zi ` 1, i “ 1, 2, 3u ,
Λpk´1q “
ď
zPΛpkq
B
pkq
z . (2.3)
See Fig. 1. Given x P Λ, the box Bp1q containing x is B
p1q
tL´1xu, where tau
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
Figure 1: Two-dimensional example of the hierarchy of blocks, with L “ 2 and
N “ 3. The small circles are the lattice sites, elements of Λ ” Λp0q. The smallest
squares constitute the blocks Bp1q, which, if identified with their labels form the
lattice Λp1q. The smallest blocks containing Bp1q are the blocks Bp2q and so on.
Notice that blocks are labelled by referring to the coordinates of the bottom
left element they contain, here highlighted as black circles, or continuous-line
blocks.
denotes the vector in N3 which approximates a from below. Notice that the
box Bp2q containing tL´1xu P Λp1q is B
p2q
tL´2xu
; and so on. In this way, one
defines a hierarchy of boxes, where a box at a given scale contains the lattice
points of the previous scale. We are now ready to introduce the hierarchical
Gaussian superfield. Roughly speaking, one associates to any point x P Λ a sum
of independent Gaussian variables, each of them corresponding to a box within
the hierarchy described above. We will follow the definition of the hierarchical
model of [40], which captures the main features of the multiscale decomposition
of the full lattice Gaussian field [41]. We define a complex Gaussian field φx,σ
and a pair of Grassmann Gaussian fields ψ`x,σ, ψ
´
x,σ as follows, for all x P Λ, and
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for all spins σ “ÒÓ:
φx,σ :“
N´1ÿ
h“0
L´hAtL´hxuζ
phq
φ,tL´h´1xu,σ
, ψ˘σ,x :“
N´1ÿ
h“0
L´hAtL´hxuζ
phq˘
ψ,tL´h´1xu,σ
(2.4)
for suitable independent complex Gaussian fields ζ
phq
φ and Grassmann Gaussian
fields ζ
phq˘
ψ , whose covariance will be defined in Eq (2.10). The function A
is the scale-independent local version of the kernels that appear in the block-
spin transformation [41]. It is chosen so that Ay “ ˘1, for all y P Λ
p0q, withř
yPB
p1q
z
Ay “ 0 for all z P Λ
p1q, and it is invariant under translations by L in
each direction.
Recall the defining properties of Grassmann variables1:
ζ
phqε
ψ,x,σζ
pkqε1
ψ,y,σ1 ` ζ
pkqε1
ψ,y,σ1ζ
phqε
ψ,x,σ “ 0 ,ż
dζ
phqε
ψ,x,σ “ 0 ,
ż
dζ
phqε
ψ,x,σ ζ
phqε
ψ,x,σ “ 1 , (2.5)
for all possible choices of the labels. Notice that, in Eq. (2.4), the fields
ζ
phq˘
ψ,tL´h´1xu,σ
, ζ
phq˘
φ,tL´h´1xu,σ
are labelled by the same points tL´h´1xu P Λph`1q
that label the blocks B
ph`1q
z .
Setting φ´ :“ φ and φ` :“ φ, we shall collect both complex and Grassmann
fields in a single Gaussian superfield Φ˘x,σ:
Φ˘x,σ :“ pφ
˘
x,σ, ψ
˘
x,σq . (2.6)
Setting also ζ
phq`
φ ” ζ
phq
φ , ζ
phq´
φ “ ζ
phq
φ , we shall also introduce single scale
superfields ζ
phq
x,σ as ζ
phq˘
x,σ “ pζ
phq˘
φ,x,σ, ζ
phq˘
ψ,x,σq. In terms of those, we rewrite the
superfield Φ˘ as:
Φ˘x,σ “
N´1ÿ
h“0
L´hAtL´hxuζ
phq
tL´h´1xu,σ
. (2.7)
Eq. (2.7) defines the hierarchical Gaussian superfield. Notice that the term in
the above sum labelled by a given h varies on the length scale Lh, and it is of
size L´h. In particular, replacing the above sum by a truncated sum starting
from the scale k, one obtains a field that varies on length scale Lk, and it is
of size L´k. For later convenience, it is useful to rescale this truncated field,
in such a way that it varies on scale 1, and it is of size 1, for all k ě 0. We
introduce, for all x P Λpkq:
Φpěkq˘x,σ :“ L
k
N´1ÿ
h“k
L´hAtL´hLkxuζ
phq
tL´h´1Lkxu,σ
. (2.8)
Notice that Φ
pěkq˘
x,σ satisfies the recursion relation:
Φpěkq˘x,σ “ L
´1Φ
pěk`1q˘
tx{Lu,σ `Axζ
pkq
tx{Lu,σ . (2.9)
1As usual, the symbols tdζ
phqε
ψ,x,σ
u form a Grassmann algebra, anticommuting with the
algebra generated by tζ
phqε
ψ,x,σ
u
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This decomposition has a clear meaning: the field Φ
pěkq
x is written as the sum
of a term which is constant in the block B
pk`1q
tx{Lu , the average of the field in the
block, plus a fluctuation with zero sum in the same block.
We shall choose the covariance of the independent single scale superfields
ζphq as, for 7 “ φ, ψ:
C
phq
7;σ,σ1px, yq :“ xζ
phq´
7,σ,tL´h´1xu
ζ
phq`
7,σ1,L´h´1y
y
“ ´iδσ,σ1δtL´h´1xu,tL´h´1yu . (2.10)
Thus, the covariance of the full superfield is:
C
pďN´1q
7;σ,σ1 px, yq “
N´1ÿ
h“0
L´2hC
phq
7;σ,σ1px, yq
“ δσ,σ1
´i
dpx, yq2
Nÿ
h“kpx,yq
AtL´h`1xuAtL´h`1yu
L2ph´kq
, (2.11)
where dpx, yq is the hierarchical distance between x and y:
dpx, yq :“ Lkpx,yq , kpx, yq :“ mintk P N : tx{Lpk`1qu “ ty{Lpk`1quu. (2.12)
Notice that this covariance mimics the real space algebraic decay of the Green’s
function of the full lattice model, Eq. (1.6). In particular, the algebraic decay
of the covariance implies that the Gaussian superfield is massless.
2.2 The Gibbs state of the interacting hierarchical model
The goal of this paper is to study weak perturbations of the massless Gaussian
superfield defined in the previous section. We define:
V pΦq :“ λ
ÿ
xPΛ
pΦ`x ¨ Φ
´
x q
2 ` iµ
ÿ
xPΛ
pΦ`x ¨ Φ
´
x q (2.13)
where pΦ`x ¨ Φ
´
x q :“
ř
σrφ
`
σ,xφ
´
σ,x ` ψ
`
σ,xψ
´
σ,xs. The first term plays the role of
the many-body interaction for the superfield, while the second term will fix the
chemical potential of the system, and will be suitably chosen later on. Given
an analytic function P pΦq, with Φ as in Eq. (2.7), we define, for λ ą 0 and
|µ| ď C|λ|:
xP pΦqyN :“
1
ZN
ż “N´1ź
h“0
dµpζphqq
‰
e´V pΦqP pΦq , (2.14)
dµpζphqq :“
ź
xPΛph`1q
dµpζphqx q , dµpζ
phq
x q :“ dµφpζ
phq
φ,xqdµψpζ
phq
ψ,xq ,
dµ7pζ
phq
7,x q :“ ´
” ź
σ“ÒÓ
dζ
phq`
7,x,σdζ
phq´
7,x,σ
ı
e´i
ř
σ“ÒÓ ζ
phq`
7,x,σζ
phq´
7,x,σ .
Fermionic integration, 7 “ ψ, is defined in Eq. (2.5), while for bosonic inte-
gration, 7 “ φ, we use the convention dζ
phq`
φ,x,σdζ
phq´
φ,x,σ :“ π
´1dRe ζ
phq
φ,x,σdIm ζ
phq
φ,x,σ.
The minus sign in front of the RHS of last equation in (2.14) is for normalisation
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purposes, indeed limǫÑ0`
ş
dµφpζ
phq
φ,xq e
´ǫ
ř
σ“ÒÓ ζ
phq`
φ,x,σ
ζ
phq´
φ,x,σ “ 1,
ş
dµψpζ
phq
ψ,xq “ 1.
It is important to notice that although
śN´1
h“0
ś
xPΛphq dµφpζ
phq
φ,xq does not pro-
vide any decay, the integral is well-defined for all λ ą 0 by the presence of the
quartic interaction.
The normalization factor ZN is the partition function of the model,
ZN “
ż “N´1ź
h“0
dµpζphqq
‰
e´V pΦq ; (2.15)
as discussed in Appendix C, ZN “ 1 by the localization theorem of supersym-
metric integration, [18, 68].
Remark 2.1. In the following, we shall use the symbols C, rC,K, K˜ for generic
universal constants. Whenever a constant will depend on L, we shall denote it
explicitly, i.e. with the symbol CL.
2.3 Main result
In this paper we shall construct the Gibbs state of the hierarchical SUSY model.
In particular, we shall focus on the two-point correlation function; the same
methods can be extended in a straightforward way to all higher order correla-
tions. The next theorem is our main result.
Theorem 2.2. There exists L0 P 2N such that for all L P 2N, L ě L0, and
for all 0 ă θ ă 1{2, N P N the following is true. There exists λ¯ independent
of N such that for all 0 ă λ ă λ¯ there exists a unique function µ ” µpλq P C,
|µpλq| ď C|λ| and a constant K ą 0 such that, for all x, y P Λ:
xφ`σ,xφ
´
σ1 ,yyN “ ´xψ
`
σ,xψ
´
σ1,yyN (2.16)
“
´iδσ,σ1
dpx, yq2
¨˝
Nÿ
h“kpx,yq
AtL´h`1xuAtL´h`1yu
L2ph´kq
` EN px, yq‚˛ ,
with:
|EN px, yq| ď K
λθ
dpx, yqθ
. (2.17)
Remark 2.3. The constants λ¯ and K only depend on L and θ.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is based on rigorous renormalization group meth-
ods. The parameter µ plays the role of bare chemical potential; technically, its
choice allows to control the relevant direction of the RG flow, and to prove the
convergence to a Gaussian fixed point. In the original lattice model, the choice
of µ would correspond to a shift of the Fermi level associated to the Weyl phase,
induced by the disorder. We stated the theorem for µ P C; we believe that with
some extra effort one could actually prove that µ P R, but we will not need this
improvement in our analysis. Notice that for a general disordered lattice model
µ has to be real, since otherwise the Green’s function would decay exponentially
fast by a Combes-Thomas estimate.
As mentioned in the introduction, the main difficulties in the RG analysis
are due to the massless covariance of the superfield, to the unboundedness of the
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bosonic field (large field problem) and to the fact that the covariance is purely
imaginary. In order to perform the single-scale integration in the RG, one has
to exploit oscillations in the Gaussian integration.
Relation with the full lattice model. Before discussing the proof, let us briefly
comment on the relevance of this result for the understanding of the behavior of
the full lattice model, beyond the hierarchical approximation. As discussed in
the introduction, the supersymmetric representation can be used to study the
averaged resolvent of the lattice model, with Gaussian disorder:
Eω
1
´ipHω ´ µq ` ε
px, yq , ε ą 0 . (2.18)
Notice that we will not be concerned with the average of the absolute value of
the resolvent, which is expected to diverge as εÑ 0. Our analysis focuses on a
hierarchical approximation of the SUSY field-theoretical representation of the
averaged Green’s function. More precisely, our hierarchical field is related to the
quasi-particle field associated to one conical intersection; from the point of view
of the original lattice model, this would amount to introducing a momentum
cutoff in the covariance of the disorder, which has the effect of keeping the Fermi
points decoupled.
The resolvent can be used to compute the Fermi projector in a finite volume,
via functional calculus [2, 6]:
PωpHω ď µq “
¿
Cµ
dz
2πi
1
z ´Hω
“ Q1pHω ´ µq `Q2pHω ´ µq (2.19)
where Cµ is the counter-clockwise path in the complex plane, p´8 ´ iq Ñ
pµ´ iq Ñ pµ` iq Ñ p´8` iq, and where:
Q1pHω ´ µq :“
1
2π
ż 1
´1
dη
1
iη ` µ´Hω
,
Q2pHω ´ µq :“
1
2πi
ż 0
´8
du
” 1
u´ i` µ´Hω
´
1
u` i` µ´Hω
ı
.
(2.20)
Here we are assuming that the point µ does not belong to the spectrum of Hω
(which consists of eigenvalues, since we are in a finite volume); as discussed
below, this is true with probability one. The u integration in Q2 converges
absolutely, uniformly in all disorder realizations. Moreover, a Combes-Thomas
estimate [2] gives |Q2pHω´µqpx, yq| ď Ce
´c}x´y} uniformly in the disorder and
in the systems size. Consider now the Q1 term. Let γ be the disorder strength,
recall Eq. (1.1). The following bound holds true, for a broad class of disordered
lattice models in a finite volume[3] (including the finite volume version of (1.1)):
Pω
´ˇˇˇ 1
Hω ´ z
px; yq
ˇˇˇ
ě t
¯
ď
C
|γ|t
, @t ą 0 . (2.21)
This estimate implies that, uniformly in x, y and in the system size, and for
some Cγ,θ ă 8, see (2.12) of [3]:
Eω
ˇˇˇ 1
Hω ´ z
px; yq
ˇˇˇθ
ď Cγ,θ , @ 0 ď θ ă 1 . (2.22)
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In particular, the probability that any point µ P R belongs to the spectrum of
Hω is zero; hence, Eq. (2.19) holds true for almost all disorder configurations.
Moreover, the bound (2.22) together with the estimate |pHω ´ zq
´1px; yq|1´θ ď
|Im z|θ´1, can be used to prove that the quantity EωpHω ´ µ ´ iηq
´1px; yq
is absolutely integrable in η P r´1; 1s. Therefore, we can interchange the η
integration with the average over the disorder:
EωQ1pHω ´ µq “
1
2π
ż 1
´1
dη Eω
1
iη ` µ´Hω
px; yq . (2.23)
Thus, one can deduce decay properties of the averaged Fermi projector starting
from the decay properties of the averaged Green’s function. This is exactly
what we study in the present paper, in the hierarchical approximation, at the
most singular point η “ 0. We prove that the averaged Green’s function at
η “ 0 decays as }x´ y}´2 at large distances (as in the disorder-free case). More
generally, for η ‰ 0 a straightforward extension of the analysis performed in
the present paper would give a decay at most as }x ´ y}´2e´|η|}x´y} for the
hierarchical approximation of the resolvent. Therefore, based on our result for
the hierarchical approximation, the natural conjecture for the full lattice model
is that:
EωP pHω ď µqpx, yq „
1
}x´ y}3
as }x´ y} Ñ 8. (2.24)
Notice that this is not what happens in the regime of strong disorder, where
one has the fractional moment bound Eω |pHω ´ zq
´1px, yq|θ ď Ce´c}x´y} for
0 ă θ ă 1, an estimate which can be used to prove Anderson localization (see
[6] for a review). In particular, the fractional moment bound implies that [2]:
Eω|P pHω ď µqpx, yq| ď Ce
´c}x´y} . (2.25)
As discussed in the introduction, in order to extend our main result, Theorem
2.2, to the full lattice model, one has to combine the RG analysis introduced in
this paper with a cluster expansion; we defer this nontrivial extension to future
work.
3 Renormalization group analysis: the effective
potential flow
In this section we discuss the renormalization group analysis of our model. We
shall start by computing the effective potential of the theory, at all scales. The
main result is the expression (3.143), for the effective potential on an arbitrary
scale. This will play an important role in the computation of the two-point
correlation function, postponed to Section 4.
3.1 The effective potential
The Gibbs state of the model will be constructed in an iterative fashion, inte-
grating the fluctuation fields starting from the scale h “ 0 until the last scale,
h “ N . A key role in this iterative strategy will be played by the study of the
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following map (recall Eq. (2.9)):
U ph`1qpΦpěh`1qq :“ TRGU
phqpΦpěhqq
TRGU
phqpΦpěhqq :“
1
N phq
ż
dµpζphqqU phqpL´1Φpěh`1q `Aζphqq
U p0qpΦpě0qq :“ e´V pΦ
pě0qq , (3.1)
where pL´1Φpěh`1q `Aζphqqx,σ “ L
´1Φ
pěh`1q
tx{Lu,σ `Axζ
phq
tx{Lu,σ and where the nor-
malization factor N phq is given by:
N
phq :“
ż
dµpζphqqU phqpAζphqq . (3.2)
The main simplification introduced in the hierarchical model with respect to
the original lattice model is that, on any scale h, the argument of the integral
factorizes: U phqpΦpěhqq “
ś
xPΛphq U
phqpΦ
pěhq
x q. Therefore, for all x P Λphq, one
has the following local version of the map defined in Eq. (3.1):
U ph`1qpΦ
pěh`1q
tx{Lu q “ tRGU
phqpΦpěhqx q
tRGU
phqpΦpěhqx q :“
1
N phq
ż
dµpζ
phq
tx{Luq
ź
yPB
ph`1q
tx{Lu
U phqpL´1Φ
pěh`1q
tx{Lu `Ayζ
phq
tx{Luq
U p0qpΦpě0qx q :“ e
´λpΦpě0q`x ¨Φ
pě0q´
x q
2´iµpΦpě0q`x ¨Φ
pě0q´
x q , (3.3)
with normalization factor:
N phq :“
ż
dµpζ
phq
tx{Luq
ź
yPB
ph`1q
tx{Lu
U phqpAyζ
phq
tx{Luq . (3.4)
The assumption Ay “ ˘1,
ř
yPB
p1q
x
Ay “ 0 implies:
U ph`1qpΦ
pěh`1q
tx{Lu q “ (3.5)
1
N phq
ż
dµpζ
phq
tx{Luq
“
U phqpΦ
pěh`1q
tx{Lu {L` ζ
phq
tx{LuqU
phqpΦ
pěh`1q
tx{Lu {L´ ζ
phq
tx{Luq
‰L3
2
N phq “
ż
dµpζ
phq
tx{Luq
“
U phqpζ
phq
tx{LuqU
phqp´ζ
phq
tx{Luq
‰L3
2 .
The main technical goal of this paper is the control of this map. We shall prove
that, as N Ñ8, the iteration (3.5) converges to a unique Gaussian fixed point,
for a suitable choice of the bare chemical potential µ. In the following, we shall
drop the dependence of the superfields on the scale and position labels, since
they will play no role in the study of the single step of the iteration.
3.2 Integration of the zero scale
In this section we will discuss the first iteration of the map defined in Eq.
(3.3). The iteration of the map on later scales will be performed inductively;
the correct inductive assumptions will be motivated by the discussion of this
section.
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3.2.1 Setting up the integration
Given two superfields Φ˘ “ pφ˘, ψ˘q and ζ˘ “ pζ˘φ , ζ
˘
ψ q, we define:
Φ ¨ ζ :“ φ ¨ ζφ ` ψ ¨ ζψ , (3.6)
φ ¨ ζφ :“
1
2
p
ÿ
σ“ÒÓ
φ`σ ζ
´
φ,σ ` ζ
`
φ,σφ
´
σ q , ψ ¨ ζψ :“
1
2
p
ÿ
σ“ÒÓ
ψ`σ ζ
´
ψ,σ ` ζ
`
ψ,σψ
´
σ q .
Setting ψ “ pψ`Ò , ψ
´
Ò , ψ
`
Ó , ψ
´
Ó q
T , ζψ “ pζ
`
Ò , ζ
´
Ò , ζ
`
Ó , ζ
´
Ó q
T , the fermionic product
can also be represented as:
ψ ¨ ζψ “
1
2
ψT piσ2 b 12qζψ , (3.7)
where iσ2 “
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙
acts on the components of the Grassmann vector with a
given spin. Also, it is easy to check that ψ ¨ ψ “
ř
σ ψ
`
σ ψ
´
σ .
Concerning the bosonic product φ ¨ ζφ in (3.6), notice that, setting φ
˘
σ “
φ1,σ ˘ iφ2,σ, with φi,σ P R:
φ ¨ ζφ “
ÿ
σ“ÒÓ
rφ1,σζφ,1,σ ` φ2,σζφ,2,σs . (3.8)
Hence, (3.8) coincides with the usual scalar product of the following vectors in
R4:
φ :“ pφ1,Ò, φ2,Ò, φ1,Ó, φ2,Óq
T , ζφ :“ pζφ,1,Ò, ζφ,2,Ò, ζφ,1,Ó, ζφ,2,Óq
T . (3.9)
In particular, pφ ¨ φq “ }φ}2 “
ř
i,σ φ
2
i,σ “
ř
σ φ
`
σ φ
´
σ .
Later, we will be interested in considering the extension of Eq. (3.8) for
complex φ1,σ and φ2,σ. In this general case, Eq. (3.8) does not define a scalar
product on C4, and φ ¨φ ‰ }φ}2 “
ř
i,σ |φi,σ|
2: what is missing to define a scalar
product is the complex conjugate on the first factor. Nevertheless, we still have
|pφ ¨ ζφq| ď }φ}}ζφ}. The usual scalar product in C
n will be denoted by x¨, ¨y,
xv, wy “
ř
j vjwj .
Setting
U p0qpΦq “ e´λpΦ¨Φq
2´iµpΦ¨Φq , (3.10)
we shall discuss the evaluation of:
U p1qpΦq “
1
N p0q
ż
dµpζq
“
U p0qpΦ{L` ζqU p0qpΦ{L´ ζq
‰L3
2 . (3.11)
Eq. (3.11) defines the effective interaction of the hierarchical model on scale 1.
In order to perform the integration, we explicitly rewrite:
U p0qpΦ{L` ζqU p0qpΦ{L´ ζq (3.12)
“ e´
2λ
L4
pΦ¨Φq2´2λpζ¨ζq2´ 8λ
L2
pΦ¨ζq2´ 4λ
L2
pΦ¨Φqpζ¨ζq´ 2iµ
L2
pΦ¨Φq´2iµpζ¨ζq .
Therefore,ż
dµpζq rU p0qpΦ{L` ζqU p0qpΦ{L´ ζqs
L3
2 “ e´
λ
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iµLpΦ¨Φq
¨
ż
dµpζq e´4λLpΦ¨ζq
2´2λLpΦ¨Φqpζ¨ζq´λL3pζ¨ζq2´iµL3pζ¨ζq
” e´
λ
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iµLpΦ¨Φq
ż
dµpζq e´V
p0qpΦ,ζq , (3.13)
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where we introduced:
V p0qpΦ, ζq :“ 4λLpΦ ¨ ζq2 ` 2λLpΦ ¨Φqpζ ¨ ζq ` λL3pζ ¨ ζq2 ` iµL3pζ ¨ ζq . (3.14)
Our goal will be to discuss the integration of the fluctuation superfield ζ. We
shall start by integrating its fermionic component.
3.2.2 Integration of the fermionic fluctuation field
We rewrite the effective interaction on the zero scale as:
V p0qpΦ, ζq “ V
p0q
b pΦ, ζφq ` V
p0q
f pΦ, ζq (3.15)
V
p0q
b pΦ, ζφq :“ V
p0qpΦ, ζq|ζψ“0 .
Explicitly:
V
p0q
b pΦ, ζφq “ 4λLpφ ¨ ζφq
2 ` 2λLpΦ ¨Φqpζφ ¨ ζφq ` λL
3pζφ ¨ ζφq
2
`iµL3pζφ ¨ ζφq
V
p0q
f pΦ, ζq “ λL
3pζψ ¨ ζψq
2 ` 2λL3pζψ ¨ ζψqpζφ ¨ ζφq ` 2λLpΦ ¨ Φqpζψ ¨ ζψq
`4λLpψ ¨ ζψq
2 ` 8λLpφ ¨ ζφqpψ ¨ ζψq ` iµL
3pζψ ¨ ζψq .
Therefore, we rewrite the integral in Eq. (3.13) as:ż
dµpζq e´V
p0qpΦ,ζq “
ż
dµφpζφqe
´V
p0q
b
pΦ,ζφq
ż
dµψpζψq e
´V
p0q
f
pΦ,ζq . (3.16)
The integration of the Grassmann field ζψ will be performed by writing the
function expt´V
p0q
f pΦ, ζqu as a linear combination of finitely many monomials
in the ζψ variable, due to the fact that the Grassmann algebra is finite. Then,
we evaluate the Gaussian integration using the rules of Grassmann calculus,
Eqs. (2.5). We get:ż
dµψpζψq e
´V
p0q
f
pΦ,ζq “
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Cp0qn pφ{L, ζφqpψ ¨ ψq
nL´2n , (3.17)
where the functions C
p0q
n pφ{L, ζφq are polynomials in φ{L, ζφ, which we shall
estimate. The pψ ¨ ψq-dependence of the outcome of the integration follows by
symmetry, see Corollary C.2. We shall proceed as follows. A general function
of the supervectors Φ and ζ can be written as
fpΦ, ζq “
ÿ
a,b
fa,bpφ, ζφqψ
a ζ
b
ψ , (3.18)
where the summation is over multi-indices a, b P t0, 1ut˘uˆtÒ,Óu and ψa, ζ
b
ψ are
the corresponding monomial (uniquely defined once an order for the set t˘uˆtÒ
, Óu is chosen). For such multi-indices a “ paεσq
ε“˘
σ“ÒÓ, we also set |a| :“
ř
ε,σ a
ε
σ.
In our setting, the coefficients of the expansion fa,b are functions of φ and ζφ.
Definition 3.1. We say that fpψ, ζψq “
ř
a,b fa,b ψ
a ζ
b
ψ satisfies pκ,N ,Mq-
bounds if ˇˇ
fa,b
ˇˇ
ď κN |a|M|b| (3.19)
for some κ,N ,M ě 0 (the convention 00 ” 1 is understood). If the function
only depends on ψ, fpψq “
ř
a fa ψ
a, we shall say that it satisfies pκ,N q-bounds
if
ˇˇ
fa
ˇˇ
ď κN |a|.
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Remark 3.2. The interesting part of the definition is the power law (i.e. an-
alytic) structure of the bounds, which exhibits useful properties under algebraic
manipulation and fermion integration, see below. Notice that many choices of
κ,N ,M can of course be made. In particular, since the number of coefficients
to bound is finite, for any choice of N ,M, a suitable κ can always be found.
Let us take the function fpΦ, ζq to be the exponential e´V
p0q
f
pΦ,ζq. We would
like to prove pκ,N ,Mq-bounds for this function. We write:
expt´V
p0q
f pΦ, ζqu “ exp
!
´
7ÿ
j“1
V
p0q
f,j pΦ, ζq
)
(3.20)
where:
V
p0q
f,1 pΦ, ζq “ λL
3pζψ ¨ ζψq
2 , V
p0q
f,2 pΦ, ζq “ 2λL
3pζψ ¨ ζψqpζφ ¨ ζφq
V
p0q
f,3 pΦ, ζq “ 2λLpφ ¨ φqpζψ ¨ ζψq , V
p0q
f,4 pΦ, ζq “ 2λLpψ ¨ ψqpζψ ¨ ζψq
V
p0q
f,5 pΦ, ζq “ 4λLpψ ¨ ζψq
2 , V
p0q
f,6 pΦ, ζq “ 8λLpφ ¨ ζφqpψ ¨ ζψq
V
p0q
f,7 pΦ, ζq “ iµL
3pζψ ¨ ζψq . (3.21)
Being each term V
p0q
f,j pΦ, ζq given by a sum of products of an even number of
Grassmann variables, we can write:
expt´V
p0q
f pΦ, ζqu “
7ź
j“1
exp
!
´ V
p0q
f,j pΦ, ζq
)
, (3.22)
where every term in the product can be expanded in a finite sum. To begin,
we shall derive pκ,N ,Mq-bounds for every contribution to the product. Let
us denote by pκj ,Nj ,Mjq the parameters of the pκ,N ,Mq-bound for the j-th
term in the product. A simple computation gives:
pκ1,N1,M1q “ p1, 0, λ
1
4L
3
4 q , pκ2,N2,M2q “ p1, 0, p2λL
3q
1
2 }ζφ}q ,
pκ3,N3,M3q “ p1, 0, p2λLq
1
2 }φ}q , pκ4,N4,M4q “
´
1,
λ
1
4
L
, 2
1
2λ
1
4L
3
2
¯
pκ5,N5,M5q “
´
1,
λ
1
4
L
, 2λ
1
4L
3
2
¯
, pκ6,N6,M6q “
´
1,
λ
1
4
L
, 8λ
3
4L2}φ}}ζφ}
¯
pκ7,N7,M7q “ p1, 0, Cλ
1
2L
3
2 q . (3.23)
As already pointed out in Remark 3.2, we stress that these choices are not
unique. However, as it will be clear in the following, the choice N “ λ1{4{L is
consistent with the size of the “small field region” for the bosonic field, to be
introduced later. Also, the value κ “ 1 is natural, because it is equal to the
value of all the entries in the product (3.22) for vanishing fermionic fields.
Next, we would like to get a pκ,N ,Mq-bound for the product in Eq. (3.22).
To this end, we shall use the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose fpψ, ζψq and gpψ, ζψq satisfy respectively pκ1,N1,M1q-
bounds and pκ2,N2,M2q-bounds. Then, their product fpψ, ζψqgpψ, ζψq satisfies
pκ1κ2, pN1 `N2q, pM1 `M2qq-bounds.
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Proof. Set hpψ, ζψq :“ fpψ, ζψqgpψ, ζψq ”
ř
a,b ha,b ψ
a ζ
b
ψ . The coefficients ha,b
are given by the following expression:
ha,b “
ÿ
a1,b1,a2,b2
pa1,b1q`pa2,b2q“pa,bq
signpa1, b1; a2, b2qfa1,b1 ga2,b2 , (3.24)
for a suitable sign signpa1, b1; a2, b2q P t˘u, which we shall leave unspecified. By
the triangle inequality and by the hypotheses on fa1,b1 and ga2,b2 :
|ha,b| ď κκ
1
ÿ
a1,b1,a2,b2
pa1,b1q`pa2,b2q“pa,bq
N |a1| pN 1q|a2|M|b1| pM1q|b2|
“ κκ1
`
N `N 1
˘|a| `
M`M1
˘|b|
,
(3.25)
and the claim is proven.
Let us go back to (3.22). By Eqs. (3.23) together with Lemma 3.3, we get
that expt´V
p0q
f pΦ, ζqu satisfies pκ,N ,Mq bounds with, for λ small enough:
κ “ 1 , N “ 3L´1λ
1
4 ,
M “ 8λ
1
4L
3
2 ` p2λLq
1
2 }φ} ` p2λL3q
1
2 }ζφ} ` 8λ
3
4L2}φ}}ζφ} . (3.26)
Remark 3.4. For later use, notice that the function expt´V
p0q
f pΦ, ζqu ´ 1 sat-
isfies the same pκ,N ,Mq-bounds: this is due to the fact that subtraction by 1
simply sets to zero the first coefficient of the Grassmann expansion, f0,0 “ 0.
Also, the Grassmann expansion of the function expt´V
p0q
f pΦ, ζqu ´ 1 is such
that fa,0 “ 0 for all a.
Next, we have to perform the Grassmann Gaussian integration with respect
to the variable ζψ . The result is a function of the Grassmann variable ψ. The
next lemma allows to get bounds on the coefficients of the new Grassmann
polynomial, in terms of the pκ,N ,Mq-bounds of the integrand.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose fpψ, ζψq “
ř
a,b fa,b ψ
a ζ
b
ψ satisfies pκ,N ,Mq-bounds.
Then, the function:
hpψq :“
ż
dµψpζψqfpψ, ζψq (3.27)
satisfies pκ1,N 1q-bounds with:
κ1 “ κp1` 12M2 ` 2M4q , N 1 “ N . (3.28)
Furthermore, if fa,0 “ 0 for all a, then:
κ1 “ κp12M2 ` 2M4q , N 1 “ N . (3.29)
Proof. Set hpψq “
ř
a ha ψ
a. Notice that:ż
dµψpζψq 1 “ 1 ,
ż
dµψpζψq ζ
b
ψ “ 0 unless |b| is even. (3.30)
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If |b| is even, the outcome of the integration is bounded by 2. Therefore:
|ha| ď
ÿ
b
|fa,b|
ˇˇˇ ż
dµψpζψq ζ
b
ψ
ˇˇˇ
ď κN |a|p1` 12M2 ` 2M4q . (3.31)
If furthermore fa,0 “ 0 for all a, then the 1 in the last parenthesis is not
present.
Eqs. (3.26) together with Lemma 3.5 allow to estimate the coefficients
C
p0q
n pφ{L, ζφq in Eq. (3.17). This is the content of the next proposition.
Proposition 3.6. There exists a universal constant C ą 0 such that the fol-
lowing is true. The coefficients C
p0q
n pφ{L, ζφq satisfy the following bounds, for λ
small enough and for all ζφ P C
4, φ P C4:ˇˇˇ
Cp0qn pφ{L, ζφq ´ δn,0
ˇˇˇ
(3.32)
ď Kαpφ, ζφqλ
n
2
´
λ
1
2L3 ` λL}φ}2 ` λL3}ζφ}
2 ` λ
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2
¯
where:
αpφ, ζφq “ 1` λL}φ}
2 ` λL3}ζφ}
2 ` λ
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2 . (3.33)
Proof. Let us rewrite the outcome of the Gaussian Grassmann integration in
Eq. (3.16) as 1` hpψ;φ, ζφq, with, using that
ş
dµψpζψq1 “ 1:
hpψ;φ, ζφq “
ż
dµψpζψq
´
e´V
p0q
f
pΦ,ζq ´ 1
¯
“
ÿ
a,b
fa,bpφ, ζφqψ
a
ż
dµψpζψqζ
b
ψ
”
ÿ
a
hapφ, ζφqL
´|a|ψa . (3.34)
Recalling Remark 3.4, the function e´V
p0q
f
pΦ,ζq ´ 1 satisfies pκ,N ,Mq-bounds
with κ, N , M given by (3.26). Also, by the same remark, fa,0 “ 0 for all a.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.5, the function hpψ;φ, ζφq satisfies pκ,N q-bounds with:
κ “ Cαpφ, ζφq
´
λ
1
2L3 ` λL}φ}2 ` λL3}ζφ}
2 ` λ
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2
¯
αpφ, ζφq :“ 1` λL}φ}
2 ` λL3}ζφ}
2 ` λ
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2
N “ 3L´1λ
1
4 . (3.35)
The final statements follows by using that C0 ´ 1 “ h0, C1 “ ha with |a| “ 2
and C2 “ ha with |a| “ 4.
3.2.3 Integration of the bosonic fluctuation field
Next, we shall compute:ż
dµφpζφq e
´V
p0q
b
pΦ,ζφq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Cp0qn pφ{L, ζφqpψ ¨ ψq
nL´2n . (3.36)
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We rewrite:
V
p0q
b pΦ, ζφq “
rV p0qb pφ, ζφq ` pV p0qb pΦ, ζφqrV p0qb pφ, ζφq :“ V p0qb pΦ, ζφq |ψ“0 ; (3.37)
that is:rV p0qb pφ, ζφq “ 4λLpφ ¨ ζφq2 ` 2λLpφ ¨ φqpζφ ¨ ζφq ` λL3pζφ ¨ ζφq2
`iµL3pζφ ¨ ζφq (3.38)pV p0qb pΦ, ζφq “ 2λLpψ ¨ ψqpζφ ¨ ζφq .
We then get:
e´V
p0q
b
pΦ,ζφq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Cp0qn pφ{L, ζφqpψ ¨ ψq
nL´2n (3.39)
” e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Dp0qn pφ{L, ζφqpψ ¨ ψq
nL´2n ,
where:
Dp0qn pφ{L, ζφq “
nÿ
k“0
p´2λL3qkpζφ ¨ ζφq
k
k!
C
p0q
n´kpφ{L, ζφq . (3.40)
The bounds for these new coefficients are collected in the next proposition.
Proposition 3.7. There exists a universal constant C ą 0 such that the fol-
lowing is true. The coefficients D
p0q
n pφ{L, ζφq satisfy the following bounds, for λ
small enough and for all ζφ P C
4, φ P C4:ˇˇˇ
Dp0qn pφ{L, ζφq ´ δn,0
ˇˇˇ
ď Cα˜pφ, ζφqλ
n
2 pλ
1
2L3 ` λL}φ}2 ` λL3}ζφ}
2 ` λ
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2q
`CλnL3n}ζφ}
2np1´ δn,0q , (3.41)
where:
α˜pφ, ζφq :“ αpφ, ζφqp1` λ
1
2L3}ζφ}
2 ` λL6}ζφ}
4q .
Proof. The statement for n “ 0 is trivial, since D
p0q
0 “ C
p0q
0 . Consider now
n ‰ 0. From Eq. (3.40) we get:
|Dp0qn pφ{L, ζφq| ď C
nÿ
k“0
λkL3k}ζφ}
2k|C
p0q
n´kpφ{L, ζφq|
ď C
nÿ
k“0
λkL3k}ζφ}
2k|C
p0q
n´kpφ{L, ζφq ´ δn´k,0|
`CλnL3n}ζφ}
2n . (3.42)
Using the bounds for C
p0q
n´k, Proposition 3.6, we get:
|Dp0qn pφ{L, ζφq| ď Cλ
n
2
´ nÿ
k“0
λ
k
2L3k}ζφ}
2k
¯
(3.43)
¨αpφ, ζφqpλ
1
2L3 ` λL}φ}2 ` λL3}ζφ}
2 ` λ
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2q
`CλnL3n}ζφ}
2n .
which concludes the proof.
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We are now ready to integrate the ζφ variable. We shall perform the inte-
gration for φ P C4: the reason being that the bounds on the kernels on the next
scales will be obtained via Cauchy estimates. In order to integrate the field ζφ
we shall exploit the oscillations of the complex Gaussian, via the next lemma.
Lemma 3.8 (Stationary phase expansion.). Let f be a Schwartz function on
R4. Then, for any m P N, the following identity holds true:ż
dµφpζφqfpζφq “
m´1ÿ
j“0
djp∆
jfqp0q ` Empfq
where ∆ denotes the Laplacian, ∆ “
ř
i“1,2
ř
σ“Ò,Ó B
2
ζφ,i,σ
, dj “
p´iqj
4jj!
and
|Empfq| ď Cm
ż
R4
dp }p}2m|fˆppq| . (3.44)
Proof. See Appendix B.
The next lemma is the key technical tool that we will use to estimate the
derivatives and the error terms arising from the stationary phase expansion.
Lemma 3.9 (Bounds for stationary phase expansions). Let fpzq “ fpz1, . . . , z4q
be a complex-valued function on C4.
(a) (Cauchy estimate) Let R1 ą 0, and suppose that fpzq is an analytic func-
tion in all zi, i “ 1, . . . , 4, for z P BR1 Ă C
4, with BR1 the ball of radius
R1 centered at z “ 0. Suppose that |fpzq| ď fR1 for all z P BR1 . Let
0 ď R ă R1. Then, for all multi-indices α P N4 and for all z P BR:
|Bαz fpzq| ď
Cα
pR1 ´Rq|α|
fR1 , (3.45)
with |α| “
ř
i αi.
(b) (Decay of Fourier transforms) Let W 1 ą 0, and suppose that fpzq is an
analytic function in all zi, i “ 1, . . . , 4, for z P R
4
W 1 with:
R
4
W 1 :“ tz P C
4 | |Im zi| ăW
1, i “ 1, . . . , 4u . (3.46)
Let furthermore fˆpp1, . . . , p4q be the Fourier transform of the restriction
of f to R4. Suppose that, for all 0 ď W ă W 1 there exist a constant
0 ď FW pfq ă 8 such that for all w P R
4
W :ż
R4
dx |fpw ` xq| ď FW pfq . (3.47)
Then, for all k P N, there exist Ck ą 0 such that:
|fˆppq| ď
CkFW pfq
1` pW }p}qk
. (3.48)
In particular, let Empfq be the error term in the stationary phase expansion
(3.44). Then, there exists a universal constant Km ą 0 such that:
|Empfq| ď KmW
´4´2mFW pfq . (3.49)
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Proof. See Appendix B.
As a test run, let us estimate the normalization factor N p0q in Eq. (3.11).
Notice that, as a consequence of the localization theorem, see Theorem C.10,
supersymmetry (in the sense of Definition C.4) implies that, see Remark C.12:
N p0q “ 1 . (3.50)
Nevertheless, the simple procedure discussed below will be generalized to the
computation of the effective potential and of the correlation functions, where the
localization theorem cannot be applied because of the lack of supersymmetry.
We rewrite:
N p0q “
ż
dµφpζφq e
´ rV p0q
b
p0,ζφqD
p0q
0 p0, ζφq . (3.51)
Apply Lemma 3.8 recalling that rV p0qb p0, 0q “ 0:
N p0q “ D
p0q
0 p0, 0q ` d1
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
p0,¨qD
p0q
0 p0, ¨q
¯
p0q ` E2
`
e´
rV p0q
b
p0,¨qD
p0q
0 p0, ¨q
˘
;
(3.52)
let us estimate the various terms. By Proposition 3.7, we have |D
p0q
0 p0, 0q´1| ď
Cλ
1
2L
3
2 . To estimate the second term, we write (all derivatives correspond to
the field ζφ):´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
p0,¨qD
p0q
0 p0, ¨q
¯
p0q “
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
p0,¨q
¯
p0qD
p0q
0 p0, 0q
`
´
∆D
p0q
0 p0, ¨q
¯
p0q ` 2
´
∇e´
rV p0q
b
p0,¨q
¯
p0q ¨
´
∇D
p0q
0 p0, ¨q
¯
p0q . (3.53)
From the definition of rV p0qb pφ, ζφq, Eq. (3.38), we get:´
∇e´
rV p0q
b
p0,¨q
¯
p0q “ 0 ,
ˇˇˇ´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
p0,¨q
¯
p0q
ˇˇˇ
ď C|µ| ď K|λ| . (3.54)
Moreover, Proposition 3.7 together with Cauchy estimates for the derivatives
give:
|D
p0q
0 p0, 0q ´ 1| ď Cλ
1
2L3ˇˇˇ´
∆D
p0q
0 p0, ¨q
¯
p0q
ˇˇˇ
ď C2λ
1
2λ
1
2L3
ď KλL3 . (3.55)
The second estimate follows from the Cauchy estimate (3.45) and from the
bound (3.41), after taking R “ λ´
1
4 .
Consider now the last term in Eq. (3.52). We claim that, for some L-
dependent constant CL ą 0:
|E2
`
e´
rV p0q
b
p0,¨qD
p0q
0 p0, ¨q
˘
| ď CLλ . (3.56)
To prove this estimate we proceed as follows. Let fpζφq :“ e
´ rV p0q
b
p0,ζφqD
p0q
0 p0, ζφq.
This function is trivially entire in ζφ P C
4. Let us estimate it. We have:ˇˇ
e´
rV p0q
b
p0,ζφq
ˇˇ
ď e´λL
3Re ppζφ¨ζφq2q`C|µ|L3}ζφ}2 . (3.57)
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Also,
Re
`
pζφ ¨ ζφq
2
˘
“ pRe pζφ ¨ ζφqq
2 ´ pIm pζφ ¨ ζφqq
2
“ p}Reζφ}
2 ´ }Imζφ}
2q2 ´ p2pImζφ ¨ Reζφqq
2
ě p}Reζφ}
2 ´ }Imζφ}
2q2 ´ 4}Im ζφ}
2}Re ζφ}
2
“ }ζφ}
4 ´ 8}Imζφ}
2}Reζφ}
2 . (3.58)
Let ζφ P R
4
W , with W “ λ
´1{4. Then:
Re
`
pζφ ¨ ζφq
2
˘
ě }ζφ}
4 ´ 8λ´
1
2 }ζφ}
2 . (3.59)
Therefore, using that |µ| ď C|λ|, for some K ą 0 and taking λ small enough:
ˇˇ
e´
rV p0q
b
p0,ζφq
ˇˇ
ď
#
Ke´
L3
8
λ}ζφ}
4
for }ζφ} ą 4λ
´ 1
4
KecL
3
for }ζφ} ď 4λ
´ 1
4 .
(3.60)
Recalling the bound (3.41) for D
p0q
0 p0, ζφq, one finds that the bound (3.47) is
satisfied, with FW pe
´ rV p0q
b
p0,¨qD
p0q
0 p0, ¨qq “ CLλ
´1. Therefore, from Eq. (3.49):
|E2
`
e´
rV p0q
b
p0,¨qD
p0q
0 p0, ¨q
˘
| ď rCLλ 14 p4`4qλ´1 “ rCLλ . (3.61)
This concludes the check of Eq. (3.56).
Next, we shall consider, for φ ‰ 0:ż
dµφpζφq e
´ rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφqDp0qn pφ{L, ζφq ; (3.62)
to do this, we shall discuss separately a small and a large field regime for the
bosonic field φ P C4. More precisely, we shall consider separately the following
cases: φ{L P Sp0q, the small field set, and φ{L P Lp0q, the large field set:
S
p0q :“ tφ P C4 | }φ} ď λ´1{4u ,
L
p0q :“
!
φ P C4 | }φ} ą λ´1{4 , }Imφ} ď λ´1{4
)
. (3.63)
3.2.4 Small field regime
Let φ P LSp0q. Let us define:
Ep0qn pφq :“ L
´2n
ż
dµφpζφq e
´ rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφqDp0qn pφ{L, ζφq . (3.64)
As a preliminary remark, notice that E
p0q
n is analytic in φ P LSp0q, since the
integral is absolutely convergent in ζφ uniformly for φ P LS
p0q and the integrand
is entire in φ (analyticity follows from dominated convergence theorem and from
Morera’s theorem). Let us now prove bounds for E
p0q
n pφq.
Consider first the case n “ 0. By the stationary phase expansion, Lemma
3.44, we get:
E
p0q
0 pφq “ D
p0q
0 pφ{L, 0q ` d1
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qD
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q
`E2
´
e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qD
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
. (3.65)
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We shall proceed as we did for the analysis of the normalization factor N p0q.
Consider the first term in Eq. (3.65). By Proposition 3.7, we get, for }φ} ď
λ´
1
4L:
|D
p0q
0 pφ{L, 0q ´ 1| ď Cλ
1
2L3 . (3.66)
To estimate the second term in Eq. (3.65), we use a Cauchy estimate. To begin,
notice that for }φ} ď λ´
1
4L and for }ζφ} ď λ
´ 1
4 , by Proposition 3.7:
|D
p0q
0 pφ{L, ζφq ´ 1| ď CL
12λ
1
2 . (3.67)
Therefore, by the Cauchy bound (3.45), with R1 “ λ´1{4 and R “ 0:
|∆D
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨qp0q| ď KL
12λ . (3.68)
On the other hand, recalling the definition of rV p0qb , Eq. (3.38):ˇˇˇ´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0q
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
p∆rV p0qb pφ, ¨qqp0qˇˇˇ ď CpλL}φ}2 ` |µ|L3q
ď Cλ
1
2L3 . (3.69)
Using that:´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qD
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q “
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0qD
p0q
0 pφ{L, 0q
`
´
∆D
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q ` 2
´
∇e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0q ¨
´
∇D
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q
“
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0qD
p0q
0 pφ{L, 0q `
´
∆D
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q (3.70)
we finally get, from the bounds (3.67), (3.68), (3.69), for λ small enough:ˇˇˇ´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qD
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q
ˇˇˇ
ď Cλ
1
2L3 . (3.71)
Consider now the third term in Eq. (3.65), which is the remainder in the
stationary phase expansion. We shall first extend the bound (3.60) to φ P LSp0q.
For }φ} ď Lλ´
1
4 , }ζφ} ď 4λ
´ 1
4 we have:
|e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφq| ď KecL
3
. (3.72)
Let W “ λ´
1
4 . We have, for }φ} ď Lλ´
1
4 , ζφ P R
4
W , }ζφ} ą 4λ
´ 1
4 , proceeding
as in Eq. (3.57)-(3.59):
|e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφq| ď Ke´
L3
8
λ}ζφ}
4`6λL}φ}2}ζφ}
2
ď rKe´L316 λ}ζφ}4 . (3.73)
In conclusion, the bounds (3.72), (3.73), together with the estimate (3.41) for
D
p0q
0 pφ{L, ζφq, give:ˇˇˇ
e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφqD
p0q
0 pφ{L, ζφq
ˇˇˇ
ď
#
CL }ζφ} ď λ
´ 1
4
Ce´
L3
16
}ζφ}
4
λ3L18}ζφ}
8 }ζφ} ą 4λ
1
4 , ζφ P R
4
W .
(3.74)
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Hence, we are in the position to apply Lemma 3.9, with:
FW
´
e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qD
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
ď rCLλ´1 . (3.75)
We get, by Lemma 3.9:ˇˇˇ
E2
´
e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qD
p0q
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯ˇˇˇ
ď KLλ
1
4
p4`4qλ´1 ď KLλ . (3.76)
This bound together with (3.66), (3.71) imply, for λ small enough:
|E
p0q
0 pφq ´ 1| ď CL
3λ
1
2 . (3.77)
Notice also that E
p0q
0 p0q “ N
p0q; by supersymmetry, see Remark C.12,
E
p0q
0 p0q “ 1 . (3.78)
Let us now consider E
p0q
n pφq for n “ 1, 2. By the stationary phase expansion:
Ep0qn pφq “ L
´2nDp0qn pφ{L, 0q ` L
´2nd1
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qDp0qn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q
`L´2nE2
´
e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qDp0qn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
. (3.79)
By Proposition 3.7:
L´2n|Dp0qn pφ{L, 0q| ď CL
3´2nλ
n
2
` 1
2 . (3.80)
To estimate the second term, we proceed as follows. We write:
L´2n
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qDp0qn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q (3.81)
“ L´2n
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0qDp0qn pφ{L, 0q ` L
´2n
´
∆Dp0qn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q ;
the first term is estimated using the bound (3.69). We get:ˇˇˇ
L´2n
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0qDp0qn pφ{L, 0q
ˇˇˇ
ď KL6´2nλ
n
2
`1 . (3.82)
Concerning the second term, it is convenient to rewrite the derivative in terms
of the C
p0q
n coefficients, recall the definition (3.40). We get:
L´2n
´
∆Dp0qn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q “ L´2n
´
∆Cp0qn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q
`L´2np2λL3q8C
p0q
n´1pφ{L, 0q . (3.83)
We estimate the right-hand side using the bounds for the C
p0q
n coefficients, (3.32),
plus a Cauchy estimate with R “ λ´
1
4 for the first term. We get:ˇˇˇ
L´2n
´
∆Dp0qn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q
ˇˇˇ
ď CL´2n`6λ
n
2
`1 ` CL6´2nλ
n
2
`1 . (3.84)
Therefore: ˇˇˇ
L´2n
´
∆e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qDp0qn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q
ˇˇˇ
ď CLλ
n
2
`1 . (3.85)
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Consider now the remainder term in the stationary phase expansion. Let us
choose again W “ λ´1{4. Proceeding as in Eqs. (3.72)-(3.74), we get:ˇˇˇ
e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφqDp0qn pφ{L, ζφq
ˇˇˇ
ď
#
CLλ
n
2 }ζφ} ď λ
´ 1
4
Ce´
L3
16
}ζφ}
4
λ3`
n
2 L18}ζφ}
8 }ζφ} ą 4λ
1
4 , ζφ P R
4
W .
(3.86)
Therefore, by Lemma 3.9:ˇˇˇ
L´2nE2
´
e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,¨qDp0qn pφ{L, ¨q
¯ˇˇˇ
ď KLλ
n
2
`1 . (3.87)
In conclusion, for λ small enough, the expression (3.79) for E
p0q
n pφq, together
with the bounds (3.80), (3.85), (3.87) imply, for n “ 1, 2:
|Ep0qn pφq| ď 4CL
3´2nλ
n
2
` 1
2 `KLλ
n
2
`1
ď KL3´2nλ
n
2
` 1
2 . (3.88)
As it will be clear later on, the bounds (3.77), (3.88) are not enough to iter-
ate the multiscale integration on higher scales. We shall isolate the dangerous
contributions by introducing a localization operation, as follows.
By symmetry considerations, see Appendix C, Remark C.3, for φ P R4 the
function E
p0q
n pφq is radial: we shall write E
p0q
n pφq “ E
p0q
n p}φ}q, with a slight
abuse of notation.
Localization and renormalization. We define, for φ P LSp0q:
LEp0qn pφq :“
$’&’%
E
p0q
2 p0q if n “ 2
E
p0q
1 p0q `
1
2
pφ ¨ φqB2}φ}E
p0q
1 p0q if n “ 1
1
2
pφ ¨ φqB2}φ}E
p0q
0 p0q `
1
4!
pφ ¨ φq2B4}φ}E
p0q
0 p0q if n “ 0.
(3.89)
That is, the L operator extracts the first few orders in the Taylor expansion of
E
p0q
n . To see this, notice that pφ ¨ φq is just the analytic continuation of }φ}2
from φ P R4 to φ P C4, recall Eq. (3.8). Also, notice that in the expansion in
φ P R4 of E
p0q
n pφq odd powers of }φ} are forbidden, due to the fact that they
are not analytic in φi,σ. Hence Eq. (3.89) collects the first few orders in the
Taylor expansion in φ, for φ P LSp0q. The terms E
p0q
1 p0q and
1
2
pφ ¨φqB2}φ}E
p0q
0 p0q
are relevant in the renormalization group terminology. As it will be clear later
on, they correspond to an expanding direction in the RG flow. The other terms
are irrelevant, thus strictly speaking there should be no need to localize them.
Nevertheless, the above procedure turns out to simplify the analysis of the large
field regime.
Correspondingly, we define the renormalization operationR so that the func-
tion RE
p0q
n pφq contains all the higher order terms in the Taylor expansion. Re-
calling that E
p0q
0 p0q “ 1, Eq. (3.78):
E
p0q
0 pφq “ 1` LE
p0q
0 pφq `RE
p0q
0 pφq
Ep0qn pφq “ LE
p0q
n pφq `RE
p0q
n pφq , n “ 1, 2 . (3.90)
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To estimate the derivatives, we will use again Cauchy bounds. More precisely,
we will consider the functions E
p0q
n pφq in a much smaller domain than the original
analyticity domain LSp0q, for which the bounds (3.77), (3.88) hold true. By the
general estimate (3.45), we will use that every derivative introduces a gain with
respect to the L8 bound of E
p0q
n pφq in LSp0q, proportional to the inverse of the
distance between the smaller domain and LSp0q.
Given λ1 P C such that |Lλ1 ´ λ| ď Cλ
3{2, we define:
S
p1q :“ tφ P C4 | }φ} ď |λ1|
´1{4u Ă LSp0q . (3.91)
Notice that, for L large enough and some universal constant c ą 0:
distpLSc0, S1q “ Lλ
´1{4 ´ |λ1|
´1{4 ě cLλ´1{4 . (3.92)
Let us estimate RE
p0q
n pφq in Sp1q as a Lagrange remainder. We have, using the
bounds (3.77), (3.88), together with (3.92) and the Cauchy estimate (3.45), for
all φ P Sp1q: ˇˇ
RE
p0q
2 pφq
ˇˇ
ď CL´3λ2}φ}2 ,
ˇˇ
RE
p0q
1 pφq
ˇˇ
ď CL´3λ2}φ}4 ,ˇˇ
RE
p0q
0 pφq
ˇˇ
ď CL´3λ2}φ}6 . (3.93)
Also, again by Cauchy estimates:
|B2}φ}E
p0q
1 p0q| ď CL
´1λ
3
2 , |B2}φ}E
p0q
0 p0q| ď CLλ , |B
4
}φ}E
p0q
0 p0q| ď CL
´1λ3{2 .
(3.94)
Finally, we set:
γ
p0q
ψ,2 :“ E
p0q
1 p0q , γ
p0q
φ,2 :“
1
2
B2}φ}E
p0q
0 p0q (3.95)
γ
p0q
ψψ,4 :“ E
p0q
2 p0q , γ
p0q
φψ,4 :“
1
2
B2}φ}E
p0q
1 p0q , γ
p0q
φφ,4 :“
1
4!
B4}φ}E
p0q
0 p0q .
By supersymmetry, see Corollary C.9, Appendix C:
γ
p0q
ψ,2 “ γ
p0q
φ,2 “: γ
p0q
2 , γ
p0q
ψψ,4 “
1
2
γ
p0q
φψ,4 “ γ
p0q
φφ,4 “: γ
p0q
4 . (3.96)
This concludes the discussion of the small field regime.
3.2.5 Large field regime
Let φ P LLp0q. With respect to the small field region, here we have to face the
extra difficulty that the terms “φ2ζ2φ” in
rV p0qb might be large, recall Eq. (3.38).
In the small field region, we could control these terms using the quartic term in
ζφ, and the smallness of φ. In the large field region, we shall exploit the sign of
the real part of such terms. This is the content of the next inequality.
Let 0 ă ε ă 1{4, and consider ζφ such that }Im ζφ} ď λ
´ 1
4
`ε. Then, for
}Im pφ{L˘ ζφq} ď λ
´ 1
4 :ˇˇ
e
rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφq
ˇˇ
ď CLe
λ1`4ε
L
}φ}4´λL
3
2
}ζφ}
4
. (3.97)
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This holds as a special case of Proposition 3.15, proven in Appendix B. There-
fore, we are in the position to apply Lemma 3.8. We rewrite:
Ep0qn pφq “
ż
dµφpζφq g
p0q
n pφ, ζφq
gp0qn pφ, ζφq :“ L
´2ne´
rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφqDp0qn pφ{L, ζφq . (3.98)
The functions g
p0q
n pφ, ζφq are entire in ζφ for all φ. The bounds for the functions
D
p0q
n in (3.41) imply the following (non optimal) estimates, for all φ, ζφ in C
4,
and for a universal constant C ą 0
|Dp0qn pφ{L, ζφq| ď CL
´2nλ
n
2 eCλL
4}φ}2`Cλ
1
2 }ζφ}
2
|Dp0qn pφ{L, 0q| ď CL
´2nλ
n
2 eCλL}φ}
2
. (3.99)
Hence, for ζφ P C
4, }Im ζφ} ď λ
´ 1
4
`ε, with 0 ă ε ă 1
4
, the bound (3.99) together
with the bound (3.97) imply:
|gp0qn pφ, ζφq| ď KLλ
n
2 eCλL
4}φ}2`Cλ
1
2 }ζφ}
2
e
λ1`4ε
L
}φ}4´L
3
2
λ}ζφ}
4
. (3.100)
To estimate E
p0q
n pφq efficiently, we shall perform a stationary phase expansion.
We have:
Ep0qn pφq “ g
p0q
n pφ, 0q ` E1pg
p0q
n pφ, ¨qq . (3.101)
From the second of (3.99):
|gp0qn pφ, 0q| ď CL
´2nλ
n
2 eCλL}φ}
2
; (3.102)
instead, to estimate the remainder term from the stationary phase expansion,
we use that, for W “ λ´
1
4
`ε, thanks to the bound (3.100):
FW pg
p0q
n pφ, ¨qq ď CLL
´2nλ
n
2 eCλL
4}φ}2`λ
1`4ε
L
}φ}4 . (3.103)
Hence, by Lemma 3.9:
|E1pg
p0q
n pφ, ¨qq| ď rCLL´2nλn2` 12´4εeCλL4}φ}2`λ1`4εL }φ}4 . (3.104)
Consider first n “ 0. Using that }φ} ą Lλ´1{4 we have, for any 1
2
ď δ ă 1, for
λ small enough and L large enough, from the bounds (3.102), (3.104):
|g
p0q
0 pφ, 0q| ď
δ
2
e
λ
8L
}φ}4 , |E1pg
p0q
0 pφ, ¨qq| ď
δ
2
e
λ
8L
}φ}4 . (3.105)
The first bound follows from the fact that the combination λL}φ}2 ´ λ
8L
}φ}4
can be arbitrarily negative, for L large enough uniformly in φ P LLp0q. The
second bound follows from the observation that, for λ small enough and L large
enough uniformly in φ P LLp0q, the combination λL4}φ}2 ` λ
1`4ε
L
}φ}2 ´ λ
8L
}φ}4
is negative. Hence,
|E
p0q
0 pφq| ď δe
λ
8L
}φ}4 . (3.106)
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Consider now E
p0q
n for n “ 1, 2. By the above reasoning, for λ small enough and
L large enough:
|gp0qn pφ, 0q| ď L
´2nλ
n
2
2
e
λ
8L
}φ}4 , (3.107)
|E1pg
p0q
n pφ, ¨qq| ď L
´2nλ
n
2
2
e
λ
8L
}φ}4 , n “ 1, 2 .
Therefore,
|Ep0qn pφq| ď L
´2nλ
n
2 e
λ
8L
}φ}4 , n “ 1, 2 . (3.108)
This concludes the discussion of the large field regime.
3.2.6 The effective potential on scale h “ 1
We obtained:
U p1qpΦq “ e´
λ
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iµLpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Ep0qn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n . (3.109)
where the functions E
p0q
n pφq are analytic in φ P LSp0q Y LLp0q. Moreover, they
satisfy the bounds (3.77), (3.88) for φ P LSp0q and the bounds (3.106), (3.108)
for φ P LLp0q. Also, the renormalized functions RE
p0q
n pφq satisfy the bounds
(3.93) for φ P Sp1q.
To conclude the discussion of the scale zero, we have to renormalize the
coupling constant and the chemical potential, by taking into account the terms
extracted with the localization procedure in Section 3.2.4.
Small field bounds. We rewrite:
U p1qpΦq “ e´
λ
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iµLpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
REp0qn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n (3.110)
`e´
λ
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iµLpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pδn,0 ` LE
p0q
n pφqqpψ ¨ ψq
n
” U
p1q
R
pΨq ` U
p1q
L
pΨq . (3.111)
Consider first U
p1q
L
. We define:
λ1 :“ L
´1λ` β
p0q
4 , µ1 :“ µL` β
p0q
2 ,
β
p0q
2 :“ iγ
p0q
2 , β
p0q
4 :“ ´γ
p0q
4 ´
γ
p0q2
2
2
, (3.112)
where, by Eqs. (3.94), (3.95):
|β
p0q
2 | ď CLλ , |β
p0q
4 | ď CL
´1λ3{2 . (3.113)
We then rewrite:
U
p1q
L
pΦq “ e´λ1pΦ¨Φq
2´iµ1pΦ¨Φq
¨eβ
p0q
4
pΦ¨Φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pδn,0 ` LE
p0q
n pφqqpψ ¨ ψq
n
” e´λ1pΦ¨Φq
2´iµ1pΦ¨Φq rU p1q
L
pΦq . (3.114)
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The function rU p1q
L
pΦq can be expanded in powers of pψ ¨ψq, in terms of suitable
coefficients U
p1q
L;npφq:
rU p1q
L
pΦq “
ÿ
n“0,1,2
rU p1q
L;npφqpψ ¨ ψq
n . (3.115)
Notice that, by construction, thanks to the definitions (3.112), rU p1q
L
p0q “ 1 and
moreover the function rU p1q
L
pΦq ´ 1 has a Taylor expansion in Φ “ 0 that starts
from order 6. Consider now U
p1q
R
in Eq. (3.110). We rewrite it as:
U
p1q
R
pΦq “ e´
λ
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iµLpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
REp0qn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n
” e´λ1pΦ¨Φq
2´iµ1pΦ¨Φq rU p1q
R
pΦq , (3.116)
where rU p1q
R
pΦq can also be expanded in powers of pψ ¨ψq, for suitable coefficientsrU p1q
R;npφq: rU p1q
R
pΦq “
ÿ
n“0,1,2
rU p1q
R;npφqpψ ¨ ψq
n . (3.117)
All in all:
U p1qpΦq “ e´λ1pΦ¨Φq
2´iµ1pΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Rp1qn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
2 , (3.118)
with
Rp1qn pφq :“
rU p1q
L;npφq `
rU p1q
R;npφq . (3.119)
To conclude the integration of the scale zero, we shall estimate the coefficients
R
p1q
n pφq. The functions R
p1q
n pφq are analytic in Sp1q, with:
S
p1q “ tφ P C4 | }φ} ď |λ1|
´1{4u Ă LSp0q . (3.120)
Consider first rU p1q
L;npφq. By construction, this function has a Taylor series in
φ “ 0 that starts from order 6 ´ 2n. By inspection, and using the bounds
(3.113), we have:
|rU p1q
L;0pφq ´ 1| ď CLλ
5
2 }φ}6 , |rU p1q
L;1pφq| ď CLλ
5
2 }φ}4 ,
|rU p1q
L;2pφq| ď CL|λ|
3}φ}2 . (3.121)
Consider now rU p1q
R;npφq. By inspection:
|rU p1q
R;0pφq| ď C|RE
p0q
0 pφq| (3.122)
|rU p1q
R;1pφq| ď C|RE
p0q
1 pφq| ` CLpλ` λ
3
2 }φ}2q|RE
p0q
0 pφq|
|rU p1q
R;2pφq| ď C|RE
p0q
2 pφq| ` CLpλ` λ
3
2 }φ}2q|RE
p0q
1 pφq|
`CLpλ
3
2 ` λ3}φ}4q|RE
p0q
0 pφq| .
The constant C takes into account the fact that, for φ P Sp1q and for λ small
enough, there exists a universal constant K such that
ˇˇ
e|β4|}φ}
4`|β2|}φ}
2
ˇˇ
ď K.
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In conclusion, from the bounds (3.93):
|rU p1q
R;0pφq| ď
rCL´3λ2}φ}6
|rU p1q
R;1pφq| ď
rCL´3λ2}φ}4 ` rCLλ3}φ}6
ď 2 rCL´3λ2}φ}4
|rU p1q
R;2pφq| ď
rCL´3λ2}φ}2 ` rCLλ3}φ}4 ` rCLλ 72 }φ}6
ď 2 rCL´3λ2}φ}2 . (3.123)
Therefore, putting the bounds (3.121), (3.123) together, we get, for L large
enough and for φ P Sp1q:
|R
p1q
2 pφq| ď |λ1|
2}φ}2 , |R
p1q
1 pφq| ď |λ1|
2}φ}4 ,
|R
p1q
0 pφq ´ 1| ď |λ1|
2}φ}6 . (3.124)
Large field bounds. We write again:
U p1qpΦq “ e´λ1pΦ¨Φq
2´iµ1pΦ¨Φq
¨eβ
p0q
4
pΦ¨Φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Ep0qn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n
” e´λ1pΦ¨Φq
2´iµ1pΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2,
Rp1qn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n (3.125)
with:
R
p1q
0 pφq “ e
β
p0q
4
pφ¨φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pφ¨φqE
p0q
0 pφq (3.126)
R
p1q
1 pφq “ e
β
p0q
4
pφ¨φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pφ¨φq
´
E
p0q
1 pφq ` E
p0q
0 pφqpiβ
p0q
2 ` 2β
p0q
4 pφ ¨ φqq
¯
R
p1q
2 pφq “ e
β
p0q
4
pφ¨φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pφ¨φq
´
E
p0q
2 pφq ` E
p0q
1 pφqpiβ
p0q
2 ` 2β
p0q
4 pφ ¨ φqq
`E
p0q
0 pφqp´β
p0q2
2 ` β
p0q
4 ` 4β
p0q2
4 pφ ¨ φq
2q
¯
.
The functions R
p1q
n pφq are analytic in Lp1q, with:
L
p1q :“ tφ P C4 | }φ} ě |λ1|
´1{4 , }Imφ} ď |λ1|
´1{4u , (3.127)
and they satisfy the following bounds. Suppose first that φ is in the “very large”
fields, φ P Lp1q X LLp0q. Consider first R
p1q
0 pφq. Recall the estimates (3.113) for
β
p0q
4 and β
p0q
2 , and (3.106) for E
p0q
0 pφq. Using that, for λ small enough,
C
λ
3
2
L
}φ}4 ` CLλ}φ}2 `
λ
8L
}φ}2 ď
λ
6L
}φ}4 , (3.128)
we have:
R
p1q
0 pφq ď δe
λ
6L
}φ}4 ď δec1|λ1|}φ}
4
, (3.129)
with c1 “
1
6
` |λ|
1
2 . Consider R
p1q
1 pφq. Proceeding as for R
p1q
0 pφq, and using also
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the bound (3.108) for E
p0q
1 pφq:
|R
p1q
1 pφq| ď e
C λ
3
2
L
}φ}4`CλL}φ}2
´
|E
p0q
1 pφq| ` |E
p0q
0 pφq|pCLλ ` CL
´1λ
3
2 }φ}2q
¯
ď eC
λ
3
2
L
}φ}4`CλL}φ}2` λ
8L
}φ}4
´λ 12
L2
` δpCLλ` CL´1λ
3
2 }φ}2q
¯
ď eC
λ
3
2
L
}φ}4`CλL}φ}2` λ
8L
}φ}4
´λ 12
L2
` δCLλ
¯´
1`K
λ
1
2
L2
}φ}2
¯
ď eC
λ
3
2
L
}φ}4`CλL}φ}2` λ
8L
}φ}4`C λ
1
2
L2
}φ}2
´λ 12
L2
` δCLλ
¯
. (3.130)
For φ P Lp1qXLLp0q, choosing L large enough and λ small enough, the argument
of the exponential is bounded by λ
6L
}φ}4 ď c1|λ1|}φ}
4. At the same time, the
argument of the last parenthesis is bounded by pλ{2Lq1{2 ď |λ1|
1{2. Therefore:
|R
p1q
1 pφq| ď |λ1|
1
2 ec1|λ1|}φ}
4
. (3.131)
Finally, consider R
p1q
2 pφq. Proceeding as for R
p1q
1 pφq, we get:
|R
p1q
2 pφq| ď e
C λ
3
2
L
}φ}4`CλL}φ}2 (3.132)
¨
´
|E
p0q
2 pφq| ` |E
p0q
1 pφq|
`
CLλ` CL´1λ
3
2 }φ}2
˘
`|E
p0q
0 pφq|
`
CL2λ2 ` CL´1λ
3
2 ` CL´2λ3}φ}4
˘¯
.
Using that, recalling the bounds (3.108) for E
p0q
n pφq, n “ 1, 2:
|E
p0q
1 pφq|
`
CLλ` CL´1λ
3
2 }φ}2
˘
ď |E
p0q
1 pφq|CLλp1 `KL
´2λ
1
2 }φ}2q
ď CL´2λ
3
2 e
λ
8L
}φ}4`K λ
1
2
L2
}φ}2 , (3.133)
and that, recalling the bound (3.106) for E
p0q
0 pφq, for λ small enough:
|E
p0q
0 pφq|
`
CL2λ2 ` CL´1λ
3
2 ` CL´2λ3}φ}4
˘
ď |E
p0q
0 pφq|2CL
´1λ
3
2 p1`KL´1λ
3
2 }φ}4q
ď 2CL´1λ
3
2 δe
λ
8L
}φ}4`K λ
3
2
L
}φ}4 . (3.134)
Putting everything together, taking λ small enough and L large enough, for
φ P Lp1q X LLp0q and for a suitable universal constant C ą 0 we get:
|R
p1q
2 pφq| ď e
C λ
3
2
L
}φ}4`C λ
1
2
L2
}φ}2` λ
8L
}φ}4
´
L´4λ` L´2λ
3
2 ` CL´1λ
3
2
¯
ď |λ1|e
c1|λ1|}φ}
4
. (3.135)
This concludes the discussion of the R
p1q
n pφq coefficients for the “very large”
field region φ P Lp1q X LLp0q. Consider the “moderately large” field region
φ P L1XLSp0q. Here we use again the expressions (3.126) for the R
p0q
n coefficients,
together with the nonrenormalized bounds (3.77), (3.88) for E
p0q
n pφq, n “ 0, 1, 2.
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Recall that for φ P L1 X LSp0q, we can use the bound }φ} ď Lλ´
1
4 . In
particular, ˇˇˇ
eβ
p0q
4
pφ¨φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pφ¨φq ´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď C|β
p0q
4 |}φ}
4 ` C|β
p0q
2 |}φ}
2
ď KL3λ
1
2 . (3.136)
Consider first R
p1q
0 pφq. We get:
R
p1q
0 pφq “ e
β
p0q
4
pφ¨φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pφ¨φqpE
p0q
0 pφq ´ 1` 1q (3.137)
“ eβ
p0q
4
pφ¨φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pφ¨φq ` eβ
p0q
4
pφ¨φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pφ¨φqpE
p0q
0 pφq ´ 1q
“ 1`
´
eβ
p0q
4
pφ¨φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pφ¨φq ´ 1
¯
` eβ
p0q
4
pφ¨φq2`iβ
p0q
2
pφ¨φqpE
p0q
0 pφq ´ 1q ;
therefore, using (3.136) and (3.77)
|R
p1q
0 pφq ´ 1| ď 2KL
3λ
1
2 (3.138)
Then, choosing λ small enough:
R
p1q
0 pφq ď e
2KL3λ
1
2 “ e2KL
3λ
1
2´c1|λ1|}φ}
4
ec1|λ1|}φ}
4
ď δec1|λ1|}φ}
4
, δ :“ e´
1
8 ă 1 . (3.139)
In the last step we used that }φ} ě |λ1|
´ 1
4 , since φ P Lp1q. Next, consider
R
p1q
1 pφq. We get:
|R
p1q
1 pφq| ď C
`
|E
p0q
1 pφq| ` |E
p0q
0 pφq|pCLλ ` CL
´1λ
3
2 }φ}2q
˘
ď rCLλ` 2CpCLλ` CL´1λ 32 }φ}2q
“ 2 rCL2|λ1| ` 4CpCL2|λ1| ` CL 12 |λ1| 32 }φ}2q
ď |λ1|
1
2 , (3.140)
where in the last step we used that }φ} ď Lλ´
1
4 , and we took λ small enough.
Finally, consider R
p1q
2 pφq. We get:
|R
p1q
2 pφq| ď C
´
|E
p0q
2 pφq| ` |E
p0q
1 pφq|pCLλ ` CL
´1λ
3
2 }φ}2q
`|E
p0q
0 pφq|pCL
2λ2 ` CL´1λ
3
2 ` CL´2λ3}φ}4q
¯
ď C
´
KL´1λ
3
2 `KLλpCLλ` CL´1λ
3
2 }φ}2q
`2pCL2λ2 ` CL´1λ
3
2 ` CL´2λ3}φ}4q
¯
ď |λ1| , (3.141)
where in the last step we used again that }φ} ď Lλ´
1
4 , and we chose λ small
enough.
Let us summarize the large field analysis. The R
p1q
n pφq functions are analytic
for φ P Lp1q, and for those values of φ they satisfy the bounds:
|R
p1q
0 pφq| ď δe
c1|λ1|}φ}
4
, |Rp1qn pφq| ď |λ1|
n
2 ec1|λ1|}φ}
4
n “ 1, 2 , (3.142)
for e´
1
8 ď δ ă 1. These bounds conclude the discussion of the integration of
the scale zero.
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3.3 General integration step
L|λh|
´1{4
|λh`1|
´1{4
|λh|
´1{4
Re φRe φ
Im φ
LSphq
Sph`1q
Sphq
Figure 2: Schematic picture of the relevant analyticity domains and the small
field sets. The strips represents the analyticity domains Sphq Y Lphq, Sph`1q Y
Lph`1q, LpSphq Y Lphqq respectively from darker to brighter gray. The dotted,
dashed and thick circles represent respectively the boundary of the small field
sets LSphq, Sph`1q and Sphq.
We are now ready to perform the integration of the general scale h ě 0.
We shall show inductively that the effective potentials satisfy certain properties
and bounds that allow to iterate the map. These properties and bounds are the
content of the next theorem.
Theorem 3.10 (Effective potential flow). Under the same assumptions of The-
orem 2.2 the following is true. Let C ą 0, 0 ă ε ă 1
4
and e´
1
8 ď δ ă 1. Then,
for λ small enough, there exists a unique choice µ “ µpλq P C, with |µpλq| ď Cλ,
such that for any N P N and for any 0 ď h ď N the effective potential U phqpΦq
can be written as:
U phqpΦq “ e´λhpΦ¨Φq
2´iµhpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Rphqn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n (3.143)
where:
|Lhλh ´ λ| ď Cλ
3{2 , |µh| ď C|λh|, λh, µh P C , (3.144)
and where R
phq
n pφq are analytic functions in φ P Sphq Y Lphq; the small field set
Sphq and the large field set Lphq are defined as:
S
phq :“ tφ P C4 | }φ} ď |λh|
´1{4u
L
phq :“ tφ P C4 | }φ} ą |λh|
´1{4 , }Imφ} ď |λh|
´1{4u . (3.145)
The functions R
phq
n pφq are radial for φ P R4, R
phq
n pφq ” R
phq
n p}φ}q, and R
phq
0 p0q “
1. They satisfy the following bounds, for a universal constant C ą 0.
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Small field bounds. Let φ P Sphq. Then:
|R
phq
2 pφq| ď |λh|
2}φ}2 , |R
phq
1 pφq| ď |λh|
2}φ}4
|R
phq
0 pφq ´ 1| ď |λh|
2}φ}6 . (3.146)
Large field bounds. Let φ P Lphq. Then:
|R
phq
0 pφq| ď δe
ch|λh|}φ}
4
, |Rphqn pφq| ď |λh|
n
2 ech|λh|}φ}
4
n “ 1, 2 ,
(3.147)
with c0 “ 0 and, for a universal constant K ą 0:
ch “
1
6
`
h´1ÿ
k“0
K|λk|
ε , for h ą 0. (3.148)
All the statements in the theorem are trivially true on scale h “ 0, and have
been checked on scale h “ 1 in Section 3.2.6. The goal of this section is to prove
by induction that they propagate to scale h ` 1. To be more precise, we shall
prove all but the statement concerning the existence of µpλq and the bounds
|µh| ď C|λh|: this part of the proof is postponed to Appendix A.
3.3.1 Setting up the integration
Recall the flow of the effective potentials, defined in Eq. (3.5):
U ph`1qpΦq “
1
N phq
ż
dµpζq rU phqpΦ{L` ζqU phqpΦ{L´ ζqs
L3
2 , (3.149)
with normalization:
N phq “
ż
dµpζq rU phqpζqU phqp´ζqs
L3
2 . (3.150)
By the localization theorem, Theorem C.10, N phq “ 1, see Remark C.12. Let
us consider the integrand in Eq. (3.149), with U phqpΦq given as in the inductive
assumptions, see (3.143)-(3.148). We introduce the notation:
f phqpΦq :“
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Rphqn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n . (3.151)
We have:
rU phqpΦ{L`ζqU phqpΦ{L´ζqs
L3
2 “ e´
qV phqpΦ{L,ζqrf phqpΦ{L`ζqf phqpΦ{L´ζqsL32 ,
(3.152)
where:
qV phqpΦ{L, ζq :“ λh
L
pΦ ¨ Φq2 ` λhL
3pζ ¨ ζq2 ` 4λhLpΦ ¨ ζq
2 (3.153)
`2λhLpΦ ¨Φqpζ ¨ ζq ` iµhLpΦ ¨ Φq ` iµhLpζ ¨ ζq .
We set:
rf phqpΦ{L` ζqf phqpΦ{L´ ζqs
L3
2 “
ÿ
a,b
B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφqL
´|a|ψaζ
b
ψ ; (3.154)
our first task will be to derive bounds for the functions B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφq. To this
end, the next lemma will be useful.
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Lemma 3.11. (i) Suppose fpψq satisfies pκ,N q-bounds. Then, fpψ ˘ ζψq
satisfies pκ,N ,N q-bounds.
(ii) Suppose fpψ, ζψq satisfies pκ,N ,Mq-bounds and let p P N. Then, the func-
tion p1` fpψ, ζψqq
p ´ 1 satisfies pKpκ,N ,Mq-bounds for some constant
K depending on κp only.
Proof. Proof of item piq. For simplicity, consider h`pψ, ζψq “ fpψ ` ζψq. Set:
h`pψ, ζψq “
ř
a,b ha,b ψ
a ζ
b
ψ. The claim follows by noticing that
pψ ` ζψq
a “
ÿ
a1,b1
a1`b1“a
signpa1, b1qψa
1
ζ
b1
ψ (3.155)
where signpa1, b1q P t´1, 1u is left unspecified. Indeed
h`pψ, ζψq “
ÿ
a
fa pψ ` ζψq
a “
ÿ
a1,b1
signpa1, b1qfa1`b1 ψ
a1 ζ
b1
ψ , (3.156)
and hence, |ha,b| “ |fa`b| ď κN
|a|N |b|.
Proof of item piiq. By Lemma 3.3, it follows that the function pfpψ, ζψqq
p sat-
isfies pκp, pN , pMq-bounds. For simplicity, denote by f
ppq
a,b the coefficients of
pfpψ, ζψqq
p. Setting hpψ, ζψq :“ p1 ` fpψ, ζψqq
p ´ 1, with coefficients ha,b, we
notice that hpψ, ζψq “
řp
i“1
`
p
i
˘
pfpψ, ζψqq
p. Therefore:
|ha,b| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
pÿ
i“1
´p
i
¯
f
ppq
a,b
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď pκN |a|M|b| 8ÿ
i“1
i8
i!
ppκqi´1 . (3.157)
We denote the series by K and notice that K ď e3 exppe3pκq.
Lemma 3.11 will be used to prove the following statements on the B
phq
a,b
functions.
Proposition 3.12. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 3.10, the following
is true. The functions B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφq are analytic in φ P C
4 and in ζφ P C
4,
provided φ{L ˘ ζφ P S
phq Y Lphq. Moreover, B
phq
0,0 p0, 0q “ 1. Also, there exists a
universal constant rC ą 0 such that for L large enough and for λ small enough
the following is true.
(i) Let φ{L˘ ζφ P S
phq. Then:
|B
phq
0,0 pφ{L, ζφq ´ 1| ď 2 |λh|
1
2L3 ,
|B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφq| ď
rC |λh| 12` |a|`|b|4 L3 for |a| ` |b| ą 0.
(ii) Let φ{L`ζφ P S
phq and φ{L´ζφ P L
phq. Then, for δ as in the assumptions
of Theorem 3.10, see also Eq. (3.147):
|B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφq| ď 4δ
L3
2
´ |a|`|b|
2 L3p|a|`|b|q|λh|
|a|`|b|
4 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
.
(3.158)
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(iii) Let φ{L˘ ζφ P L
phq. Then:
|B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφq|
ď 4δL
3´ |a|`|b|
2 L3p|a|`|b|q|λh|
|a|`|b|
4 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4`L
3
2
|λh|}φ{L`ζφ}
4
.
Proof. To begin, notice that
B
phq
0,0 pφ{L, ζφq “
´
R
phq
0 pφ{L ` ζφqR
phq
0 pφ{L´ ζφq
¯L3
2
(3.159)
and therefore R
phq
0 p0q “ 1 implies B
phq
0,0 p0, 0q “ 1. Analyticity of the functions
B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφq is an obvious consequence of the analyticity of R
phq
n pφq. Next, we
set:
gphqpφ{L, ζq :“ rf phqpΦ{L` ζqf phqpΦ{L´ ζqs
L3
2 (3.160)
“
ÿ
a,b
B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφqL
´|a|ψaζ
b
ψ .
We also notice that for φ{L P Sphq the inductive estimates (3.146) imply that the
functions f phqpΦ{Lq and f phqpΦ{Lq ´ 1 satisfy respectively pκ,N q and pκ1,N 1q
bounds, with:
pκ,N q “
`
p1` |λh|
1
2 q, L´1|λh|
3
8
˘
,
`
κ1,N 1q “ p|λh|
1
2 , L´1|λh|
1
4
˘
. (3.161)
On the other hand, for φ P Lphq, the inductive estimates (3.147) imply that
fpΦ{Lq satisfies pκ,N q bounds with:
pκ,N q “
´
δech|λh|}φ}
4
, L´1δ´
1
2 |λh|
1
4
¯
. (3.162)
Proof of item piq. By using the inductive assumption (3.146) on R
phq
0 we get:ˇˇˇ
B
phq
0,0 pφ{L, ζφq ´ 1
ˇˇˇ
ď p1` |λh|
1
2 qL
3
´ 1 ď 2|λh|
1
2L3 . (3.163)
For the case n ą 0, we proceed as follows. By Lemma 3.11 part piq and by Eq.
(3.161), we know that f˜ phqpΦ{L ˘ ζq :“ f phqpΦ{L ˘ ζq ´ 1 satisfies pκ,N ,Mq-
bounds with:
κ “ |λh|
1
2 , N “ L´1|λh|
1
4 , M “ |λh|
1
4 . (3.164)
Therefore, by Lemma 3.11 part piiq, the function fpΦ{L ˘ ζq
L3
2 ´ 1 ” p1 `
f˜pΦ{L˘ ζqq
L3
2 ´ 1 satisfies pκ1,N 1,M1q-bounds with:
κ1 “ K
L3
2
|λh|
1
2 , N 1 “ L´1|λh|
1
4 , M1 “ |λh|
1
4 . (3.165)
We then write:
gphqpΦ{L, ζq ´ 1 “ f phqpΦ{L` ζq
L3
2 ´ 1` f phqpΦ{L´ ζq
L3
2 ´ 1 (3.166)
`
´
f phqpΦ{L` ζq
L3
2 ´ 1
¯´
f phqpΦ{L´ ζq
L3
2 ´ 1
¯
.
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The first two terms in the sum satisfy the pκ1,N 1,M1q-bound, (3.165). The last
term satisfies a pκ2,N 2,M2q-bound, with, using Lemma 3.3:
κ2 “ κ12 , N 2 “ 2N 1 , M2 “ 2M1 . (3.167)
The final pκ3,N3,M3q-bound for gpΦ{L, ζq ´ 1 follows setting:
κ3 “ 2κ1 ` κ2 ď 2KL3|λh|
1
2 , N3 “ L´1M3 “ 2N 1 `N 2 ď 4L´1|λh|
1
4 .
(3.168)
We are now ready to estimate the coefficients of the function gpΦ{L, ζq with
n ą 1. We have:
|B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφq| ď 2KL
3|λh|
1
2 4|a|`|b||λh|
|a|`|b|
4
ď 32KL3|λh|
1
2
` |a|`|b|
4 . (3.169)
This concludes the proof of item piq.
Proof of item piiq. Here we write:
gphqpΦ{L, ζq “ f phqpΦ{L` ζq
L3
2 f phqpΦ{L´ ζq
L3
2 (3.170)
and we use that the pκ,N ,Mq bound of gphqpΦ{L, ζq is such that, by Lemma
3.3:
κ “ κ`κ´ , N “ N` `N´ , M “M` `M´ (3.171)
where the quantities labelles by the sign η “ ˘ correspond to f phqpΦ{L`ηζq
L3
2 .
Then, by Eqs. (3.161), (3.162), and using again Lemma 3.3:
κ` “ p1` |λh|
1
2 q
L3
2 , N` “
L2
2
|λh|
3
8 , M` “
L3
2
|λh|
3
8 (3.172)
κ´ “ δ
L3
2 ech
L3
2
|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
, N´ “
L2
2
δ´
1
2 |λh|
1
4 , M´ “
L3
2
δ´
1
2 |λh|
1
4 .
From this, the proof of item piiq easily follows.
Proof of item piiiq. We proceed as in the proof of item piiq, except that now all
functions depend on large fields. Hence we shall use the pκ,N ,Mq-bounds for
gphq generated by Eq. (3.162). We easily get:
κ “ δL
3
e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4`L
3
2
|λh|}φ{L`ζφ}
4
, N “ L´1M “ L2δ´
1
2 |λh|
1
4 ,
(3.173)
which implies item piiiq.
Recalling the expression (3.152), (3.153), we rewrite:
qV phqpΦ{L, ζq “ λh
L
pΦ ¨Φq2 ` iµhLpΦ ¨ Φq ` V
phq
f pΦ, ζq ` V
phq
b pΦ, ζφq (3.174)
where:
V
phq
b pΦ, ζφq “ 4λhLpφ ¨ ζφq
2 ` 2λhLpΦ ¨ Φqpζφ ¨ ζφq ` λhL
3pζφ ¨ ζφq
2
`iµhL
3pζφ ¨ ζφq (3.175)
V
phq
f pΦ, ζq “ λhL
3pζψ ¨ ζψq
2 ` 2λhL
3pζψ ¨ ζψqpζφ ¨ ζφq ` 4λhLpψ ¨ ζψq
2
`2λhLpΦ ¨ Φqpζψ ¨ ζψq ` 8λhLpψ ¨ ζψqpφ ¨ ζφq
`iµhL
3pζψ ¨ ζψq ;
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we rewrite:
U ph`1qpΦq “ e´
λh
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iLµhpΦ¨Φq
ż
dµφpζφq e
´V
phq
b
pΦ,ζφq
¨
ż
dµψpζψq e
´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζq
ÿ
a,b
B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφqL
´|a|ψaζ
b
ψ .
In the next section, we shall discuss the integration of the fermionic fluctuation
field ζψ.
3.3.2 Integration of the fermionic fluctuation
The goal of this section is to compute:ż
dµψpζψq e
´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζq
ÿ
a,b
B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφqL
´|a|ψaζ
b
ψ . (3.176)
The integration is performed by expanding the exponential, and by using the
fermionic Wick’s rule to integrate the field ζψ . By Corollary C.2, the outcome
of the integration depends on the field ψ only via the combination pψ ¨ψq. That
is: ż
dµψpζψq e
´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζq
ÿ
a,b
B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφqL
´|a|ψaζ
b
ψ
“
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Cphqn pφ{L, ζφqpψ ¨ ψq
nL´2n , (3.177)
for suitable functions C
phq
n . The next proposition collects important properties
of these functions.
Proposition 3.13. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 3.10, the following
is true. The functions C
phq
n pφ{L, ζφq are analytic in φ, ζφ, provided φ{L ˘ ζφ P
Sphq Y Lphq. Let
αhpφ, ζφq :“ 1` |λh|L}φ}
2 ` |λh|L
3}ζφ}
2 ` |λh|
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2 . (3.178)
Then, there exists a universal constant K ą 0 such that the following bounds
hold true.
(i) Let φ{L˘ ζφ P S
phq. Then,
|Cphqn pφ{L, ζφq ´ δn,0| ď Kαhpφ, ζφq|λh|
n
2
¨
´
|λh|
1
2L3 ` |λh|L}φ}
2 ` |λh|L
3}ζφ}
2 ` |λh|
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2
¯
.
(ii) Let φ{L` ζφ P S
phq and φ{L´ ζφ P L
phq. Then,
|Cphqn pφ{L, ζφq| ď Kαhpφ, ζφq
2δ
L3
2
´nL6n|λh|
n
2 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
.
(3.179)
(iii) Let φ{L˘ ζφ P L
phq. Then,
|Cphqn pφ{L, ζφq| (3.180)
ď Kαhpφ, ζφq
2δL
3´nL6n|λh|
n
2 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4`L
3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L`ζφ}
4
.
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Proof. The functions C
phq
n pφ{L, ζφq have the same analyticity domain of the
functions B
phq
a,b pφ{L, ζφq because e
´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζq has entire coefficients and because
fermionic integration preserves analyticity.
In order to prove bounds for the functions C
phq
n , we shall first derive pκ,N ,Mq-
bounds for the function e´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζq. These are proven as in the discussion of the
integration of scale zero, see Eqs. (3.20)-(3.26), with the only difference that
now λ and µ are replaced respectively by λh and µh. We get:
κ “ 1 , N “ 3L´1|λh|
1
4 , (3.181)
M “ 8|λh|
1
4L
3
2 ` p2λLq
1
2 }φ} ` p2|λh|L
3q
1
2 }ζφ} ` 8|λh|
3
4L2}φ}}ζφ} .
Recall the definition of the function gphqpΦ{L, ζq, Eq. (3.160).
Proof of item piq. The goal is to obtain pκ,N ,Mq-bounds for
hphqpψ;ψ, ζφq :“
´ ż
dµψpζψq e
´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζqgphqpΦ{L, ζq
¯
´ 1
” h
phq
I pψ;ψ, ζφq ` h
phq
II pψ;ψ, ζφq ,
h
phq
I pψ;ψ, ζφq :“
ż
dµψpζψq e
´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζqpgphqpΦ{L, ζq ´ 1q
h
phq
II pψ;ψ, ζφq :“
ż
dµψpζψq
´
e´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζq ´ 1
¯
.
Consider first the term h
phq
II . Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 3.6 for
the integration of scale zero (simply replacing λ and µ with λh and µh), this
function satisfies pκ,N q-bounds with, recall Eq. (3.35):
κ “rCαhpφ, ζφq´|λh| 12L3 ` |λh|L}φ}2 ` |λh|L3}ζφ}2 ` |λh| 32L4}φ}2}ζφ}2¯
αhpφ, ζφq :“ 1` |λh|L}φ}
2 ` |λh|L
3}ζφ}
2 ` |λh|
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2
N “ 3L´1|λh|
1
4 . (3.182)
The condition φ{L ˘ ζφ P S
phq implies that }ζφ} ď |λh|
´ 1
4 , }φ} ď L|λh|
´ 1
4 .
Therefore:
κ ď 8 rCL6|λh| 12 . (3.183)
Consider now h
phq
I . As proven in the proof of Proposition 3.13, see Eqs. (3.166)-
(3.168), the function gphqpΦ{L, ζq ´ 1 satisfies pκ1,N 1,M1q-bounds with:
κ1 “ 2KL3|λh|
1
2 , N 1 “ 4L´1|λh|
1
4 , M1 “ 4|λh|
1
4 . (3.184)
To deduce bounds for h
phq
I pψ;φ, ζφq, we use Lemma 3.5. We get that h
phq
I pψ;φ, ζφq
satisfies pκ2,N 2q-bounds, with:
κ2 “ κp1` 12M12 ` 2M14q ď 4KL3|λh|
1
2
N 2 “ N 1 “ 4L´1|λh|
1
4 . (3.185)
The final pκ˜, N˜ q-bounds for hphq “ h
phq
I ` h
phq
II are obtained summing the es-
timates for the corresponding parameters of h
phq
I and h
phq
II . The final claim
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follows using that pC
phq
n ´ δn,0qL
´2n are the coefficients of the expansion of hphq
in pψ ¨ ψqn.
Proof of item piiq. By Proposition 3.12, gphqpΦ{L, ζq satisfies pκ,N ,Mq-bounds
with:
κ “ 4δ
L3
2 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
, N “ δ´
1
2L2|λh|
1
4 , M “ δ´
1
2L3|λh|
1
4 .
(3.186)
On the other hand, the function e´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζq satisfies pκ1,N 1,M1q-bounds with,
see Eq. (3.26) with λ replaced by |λh|:
κ1 “ 1 , N 1 “ 3L´1|λh|
1
4 , (3.187)
M1 “ 8|λh|
1
4L
3
2 ` p2|λh|Lq
1
2 }φ} ` p2|λh|L
3q
1
2 }ζφ} ` 8|λh|
3
4L2}φ}}ζφ} .
Therefore, by Lemma 3.3, e´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζqgphqpΦ{L, ζq satisfies pκ2,N 2,M2q-bounds
with, for L large enough:
κ2 “ κκ1 “ 4δ
L3
2 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
(3.188)
N 2 “ N `N 1 ď 2δ´
1
2L2|λh|
1
4 ,
M2 “ M`M1
ď 2δ´
1
2L3|λh|
1
4 ` p2|λh|Lq
1
2 }φ} ` p2|λh|L
3q
1
2 }ζφ} ` 8|λh|
3
4L2}φ}}ζφ} .
Next, by Lemma 3.5, the outcome of the Grassmann integration satisfies pκ3,N3q-
bounds with:
κ3 “ κ2p1` 12M22 ` 2M24q
ď Kδ
L3
2 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
αhpφ, ζφq
2
N
3
“ N 2
ď 2δ´
1
2L2|λh|
1
4 , (3.189)
from which the bound (3.179) easily follows.
Proof of item piiiq. By Proposition 3.12, gphqpΦ{L, ζq satisfies pκ,N ,Mq-bounds
with:
κ “ 4δL
3
e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4`L
3
2
|λh|}φ{L`ζφ}
4
N “ δ´
1
2L2|λh|
1
4 ,
M “ δ´
1
2L3|λh|
1
4 , (3.190)
while e´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζq satisfies pκ1,N 1,M1q-bounds (3.187). Thus, from the point of
view of the estimates the only difference with respect to case piiq is the different
κ. Hence, the final bound (3.180) follows from the same argument used in item
piiq.
This proposition concludes the discussion of the integration of the fermionic
fluctuation field. In the next section, we shall discuss the integration of the
bosonic fluctuation field.
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3.3.3 Integration of the bosonic fluctuation field
We now consider:ż
dµφpζφq e
´V
phq
b
pΦ,ζφq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Cphqn pφ{L, ζφqpψ ¨ ψq
nL´2n . (3.191)
To begin, we extract from V
phq
b pΦ, ζφq the contribution due to the fermionic
external field ψ. We proceed as for the integration of the scale zero, see Eqs.
(3.36)-(3.40). We have:
e´V
p0q
b
pΦ,ζφq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Cp0qn pφ{L, ζφqpψ ¨ ψq
nL´2n (3.192)
” e´
rV p0q
b
pφ,ζφq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Dp0qn pφ{L, ζφqpψ ¨ ψq
nL´2n ,
where:
rV phqb pφ, ζφq “ 4λhLpφ ¨ ζφq2 ` 2λhLpφ ¨ φqpζφ ¨ ζφq ` λhL3pζφ ¨ ζφq2
`iµhL
3pζφ ¨ ζφq
Dphqn pφ{L, ζφq “
nÿ
k“0
p´2λhL
3qkpζφ ¨ ζφq
k
k!
C
phq
n´kpφ{L, ζφq . (3.193)
The next proposition collects important properties of the new coefficients D
phq
n .
Proposition 3.14. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 3.10, the following
is true. The functions D
phq
n pφ{L, ζφq are analytic in φ, ζφ, provided φ{L ˘ ζφ P
Sphq Y Lphq. Moreover, there exists a universal constant K ą 0 such that the
following bounds hold true.
(i) Let φ{L˘ ζφ P S
phq. Then,
|Dphqn pφ{L, ζφq ´ δn,0| ď Kα˜hpφ, ζφq|λh|
n
2
¨p|λh|
1
2L3 ` |λh|L}φ}
2 ` |λh|L
3}ζφ}
2 ` |λh|
3
2L4}φ}2}ζφ}
2q
`K|λh|
nL3n}ζφ}
2np1´ δn,0q , (3.194)
with
α˜hpφ, ζφq “ αhpφ, ζφqp1` λ
1
2L3}ζφ}
2 ` λL6}ζφ}
4q . (3.195)
(ii) Let φ{L´ ζφ P S
phq, φ{L` ζφ P L
phq. Then:
|Dphqn pφ{L, ζφq| ď Kαhpφ, ζφq
4δ
L3
2
´nL6n|λh|
n
2 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
.(3.196)
(iii) Let φ{L˘ ζφ P L
phq. Then:
|Dphqn pφ{L, ζφq| (3.197)
ď Kαhpφ, ζφq
4δL
3´nL6n|λh|
n
2 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4`L
3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L`ζφ}
4
.
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Proof. The statement about analyticity follows immediately from the analyticity
of the C
phq
n functions. Also, the proof of item piq is identical to the proof of
Proposition 3.7, since the bounds for the C
phq
n functions for φ{L ˘ ζφ P S
phq
are identical to the bounds for the C
p0q
n functions, after replacing λ with |λh|;
compare (3.32) with (3.179). Let us now discuss the proof of the remaining two
items.
Proof of part piiq. The statement for n “ 0 is trivial, since D
phq
0 “ C
phq
0 . Sup-
pose now that n ‰ 0. We write:
|Dphqn pφ{L, ζφq| ď K
nÿ
k“0
|λh|
kL3k}ζφ}
2k|C
phq
n´kpφ{L, ζφq| . (3.198)
Plugging in the bound (3.179) for C
phq
n´k, we get:
|Dphqn pφ{L, ζφq| ď Kαhpφ, ζφq
2δ
L3
2
´nL6n|λh|
n
2 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
¨
nÿ
k“0
|λh|
kL3k}ζφ}
2kδkL´6k|λh|
´ k
2
ď Kαhpφ, ζφq
2δ
L3
2
´nL6n|λh|
n
2 e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
¨p1` |λh|
1
2 }ζφ}
2 ` |λh|}ζφ}
4q (3.199)
where in the last step we chose L large enough. The final claim (3.196) follows
from
αhpφ, ζφq
2p1` |λh|
1
2 }ζφ}
2 ` |λh|}ζφ}
4q ď αhpφ, ζφq
4 . (3.200)
Proof of item piiiq. The proof of item piiiq is identical to the proof of item piiq,
the only difference being that one has to use the bound (3.180) for the functions
C
phq
n´k. We omit the details.
Proposition 3.14 implies that the functions D
phq
n satisfy the following (nonop-
timal) bound, for all values of φ, ζφ such that φ{L˘ ζφ P S
phq Y Lphq:
|Dphqn pφ{L, ζφq| (3.201)
ď CL|λh|
n
2 p1` |λh|}ζφ}
4q4e
|λh|
3
2
L
}φ}4e
L3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4`L
3
2
ch|λh|}φ{L`ζφ}
4
,
where we used that
αhpφ, ζφq ď Kp1` |λh|}ζφ}
4qe
|λh|
3
2
L
}φ}4 , (3.202)
for λ small enough. This bound will be used to estimate the remainder terms
of the stationary phase expansion.
3.3.4 Small field regime
We define:
Ephqn pφq “ L
´2n
ż
dµφpζφq e
´ rV phq
b
pφ,ζφqDphqn pφ{L, ζφq , (3.203)
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in terms of which the effective potential can be rewritten as:
U ph`1qpΦq “ e´
λh
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iLµhpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Ephqn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n . (3.204)
We proceed in a way analogous to the integration of scale zero, see Section
3.2.4. To begin, we have to prove that the bounds we derived on the functions
D
phq
n are compatible with integrability. This is an immediate consequence of the
following bound, whose proof is deferred to Appendix B.
Proposition 3.15. Let ε ą 0 as in the inductive assumptions (3.148). Suppose
that }Im ζφ} ď |λh|
´ 1
4
`ε, }Im pφ{L ˘ ζφq} ď |λh|
´ 1
4 . Suppose that ch is as in
Eq. (3.148). Then:ˇˇˇ
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,ζφqech
L3
2
λh}φ{L`ζφ}
4`ch
L3
2
λh}φ{L´ζφ}
4
ˇˇˇ
ď CLe
´|λh|
L3
2
}ζφ}
4`pch`|λh|
4εq
|λh|
L
}φ}4 . (3.205)
Proposition 3.15 together with the bound (3.201) immediately implies the
following estimate, for }Im ζφ} ď |λh|
´ 1
4
`ε, }Im pφ{L˘ ζφq} ď |λh|
´ 1
4 :
L´2n
ˇˇˇ
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,ζφqDphqn pφ{L, ζφq
ˇˇˇ
ď CL|λh|
n
2 e´|λh|
L3
4
}ζφ}
4`cˆh
|λh|
L
}φ}4 , (3.206)
with cˆh “ ch ` |λh|
1
2 ` |λh|
4ε.
Next, recall that, by Proposition 3.14, the integrand is analytic in φ and
ζφ, provided φ{L ˘ ζφ P S
phq Y Lphq. Therefore, since in the integral ζφ P R
4,
the integrand is analytic for φ P LSphq. Moreover, thanks to Proposition 3.15,
for these values of φ the integrand is absolutely integrable in ζφ. In conclusion,
by dominated convergence and by Morera’s theorem, the function E
phq
n pφq is
analytic in φ P LSphq.
Let us now derive estimates for E
phq
n pφq. The analysis is similar to the one
performed for the integration of the zero scale, Section 3.2.4. For reasons that
will be clear in a moment, in what follows we shall restrict φ to a smaller domain:
φ P LrSphq :“ !φ P LSphq | }Imφ} ď L
2
|λh|
´ 1
4
)
. (3.207)
We write, by stationary phase expansion:
Ephqn pφq “ L
´2nDphqn pφ{L, 0q ` L
´2nd1
´
∆e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨qDphqn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q
`L´2nE2
´
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨qDphqn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
. (3.208)
By Eq. (3.194):
L´2n|Dphqn pφ{L, 0q ´ δn,0| ď KL
3´2n|λh|
1
2
`n
2 . (3.209)
Consider now the second term in Eq. (3.208). We have:
L´2n
´
∆e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨qDphqn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q (3.210)
“ L´2n
´
∆e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0qDphqn pφ{L, 0q ` L
´2n
´
∆Dphqn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q ;
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the first term is estimated using the analogue of the bound (3.69). We have:ˇˇˇ´
∆e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0q
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
p∆rV phqb pφ, ¨qqp0qˇˇˇ ď Kp|λh|L}φ}2 ` |µh|L3q
ď K|λh|
1
2L3 . (3.211)
Hence we, using Proposition 3.14 part piq, together with the bound (3.211):
L´2n
ˇˇˇ´
∆e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0qDphqn pφ{L, 0q
ˇˇˇ
ď rKL6´2n|λh|n2`1 . (3.212)
The second term in Eq. (3.210) is bounded using a Cauchy estimate, for }ζφ} ď
p1{2q|λh|
´1{4, in order to make sure that φ{L˘ ζφ P S
phq. We have, proceeding
as in Eqs. (3.83)-(3.85):
L´2n
ˇˇˇ´
∆Dphqn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q ď CL|λh|
n
2
`1 . (3.213)
Finally, consider the third term in Eq. (3.208). This term will be estimated
using Lemma 3.9, which requires analyticity in ζφ in R
4
W . We shall choose
W “ |λh|
´ 1
4
`ε; due to the restriction to the smaller set of fields φ P LrSphq in
Eq. (3.207), the condition ζφ P R
4
W implies that φ{L ˘ ζφ P S
phq Y Lphq; hence,
the argument of the integral in Eq. (3.203) is analytic in φ P LrSphq and in
ζφ P R
4
W . Thanks to Lemma 3.9 and the bound (3.206), we get:
L´2n
ˇˇˇ
E2
´
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨qDphqn pφ{L, ¨q
¯ˇˇˇ
ď KL|λh|
n
2
`1´8ε . (3.214)
In conclusion, for λ small enough uniformly in h, for all φ P LrSphq:
|Ephqn pφq ´ δn,0| ď 2KL
3´2n|λh|
n
2
` 1
2 . (3.215)
Notice that this bound is identical to the corresponding one obtained on scale
zero, Eqs. (3.77), (3.88), except that now λ is replaced by |λh|. Notice also that
that, by supersymmetry, E
phq
0 p0q “ 1; see Remark C.12 in Appendix C.
Localization and renormalization. Next, we define a localization and a renor-
malization procedure, restricting the set of allowed values of φ. Given λh`1 P C
(to be determined later) such that |Lλh`1 ´ λh| ď C|λh|
3
2 , we define:
S
ph`1q :“ tφ P C4 | }φ} ď |λh`1|
´1{4u Ă LrSphq . (3.216)
Notice that, for some universal constant c ą 0:
distpSph`1q, LrSphqcq ě cL|λh|´ 14 . (3.217)
We set E
phq
n pφq “ δn,0 ` LE
phq
n pφq `RE
phq
n pφq with:
LEphqn pφq :“
$’&’%
E
phq
2 p0q if n “ 2
E
phq
1 p0q `
1
2
pφ ¨ φqB2}φ}E
phq
1 p0q if n “ 1
1
2
pφ ¨ φqB2}φ}E
phq
0 p0q `
1
4!
pφ ¨ φq2B4}φ}E
phq
0 p0q if n “ 0.
(3.218)
Arrived at this point, the discussion of the small field regime is identical to the
one for scale zero, see Eqs. (3.93)-(3.96), except that in all estimates one has to
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replace λ with |λh|. We get, by the bound (3.215), using Cauchy estimates for
φ P Sph`1q:ˇˇ
RE
phq
2 pφq
ˇˇ
ď KL´3|λh|
2}φ}2 ,
ˇˇ
RE
phq
1 pφq
ˇˇ
ď KL´3|λh|
2}φ}4 ,ˇˇ
RE
phq
0 pφq
ˇˇ
ď KL´3|λh|
2}φ}6 . (3.219)
Concerning the contribution of the L-term, we set:
γ
phq
ψ,2 :“ E
phq
1 p0q , γ
phq
φ,2 :“
1
2
B2}φ}E
phq
0 p0q (3.220)
γ
phq
ψψ,4 :“ E
phq
2 p0q , γ
phq
φψ,4 :“
1
2
B2}φ}E
phq
1 p0q , γ
phq
φφ,4 :“
1
4!
B4}φ}E
phq
0 p0q .
By supersymmetry, see Corollary C.9, Appendix C:
γ
phq
ψ,2 “ γ
phq
φ,2 “: γ
phq
2 , γ
phq
ψψ,4 “
1
2
γ
phq
φψ,4 “ γ
phq
φφ,4 “: γ
phq
4 . (3.221)
Also, by Cauchy estimates:
|γ
phq
4 | ď KL
´1|λh|
3
2 , |γ
phq
2 | ď KL|λh| . (3.222)
This concludes the small field analysis.
3.3.5 Large field regime
To begin, notice that the function E
phq
n pφq is analytic in φ P LLphq. This follows
from the analyticity in φ, ζφ of the argument of the integral in Eq. (3.203),
which holds provided φ{L˘ ζφ P S
phqYLphq, and from the bound (3.206), which
ensures integrability in ζφ. As for the small field regime, analyticity in φ P LL
phq
follows from dominated convergence, and from Morera’s theorem. We shall now
prove bounds for E
phq
n pφq, in the domain:
L
ph`1q :“ tφ P C4 | }φ} ą |λh`1|
´ 1
4 , }Imφ} ď |λh`1|
´ 1
4 u , (3.223)
with λh`1 as in the small field regime (to be determined later). We shall discuss
separately the regions φ P Lph`1q X LSphq and φ P Lph`1q X LSphqc.
Case φ P Lph`1q X LSphq. In this region we rely on the nonrenormalized bounds
(3.215), using that, for L large enough:
L
ph`1q X LSphq “ Lph`1q X LrSphq . (3.224)
We have, proceeding as for the bound (3.139), for λ small enough:
|E
phq
0 pφq| ď 1`KL
3|λh|
1
2
ď δ˜e
|λh`1|
4
}φ}4 , (3.225)
with δ˜ ă δ, say δ˜ “ e´
1
6 . Similarly, for n “ 1, 2:
|Ephqn pφq| ď KL
3´2n|λh|
n
2
` 1
2
ď CL|λh|
n
2
` 1
2 e
|λh`1|
4
}φ}4 . (3.226)
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Case φ P Lph`1q X LSphqc. We compute E
phq
n pφq performing one step of station-
ary phase expansion. We have:
Ephqn pφq “ L
´2n
ż
dµφpζφq e
´ rV phq
b
pφ,ζφqDphqn pφ{L, ζφq (3.227)
“ L´2ne´
rV phq
b
pφ,0qDphqn pφ{L, 0q ` L
´2nE1
´
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨qDphqn pφ{L, ¨q
¯
.
Consider the first term. To estimate it, we use Proposition 3.14 item piiiq. We
have, for L large enough:
L´2n
ˇˇˇ
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,0qDphqn pφ{L, 0q
ˇˇˇ
ď Kαhpφ, 0q
4δL
3´nL6n|λh|
n
2 ech
|λh|
L
}φ}4
ď δ
L3
2 |λh|
n
2 ecˆh
|λh|
L
}φ}4 , (3.228)
with cˆh as in Eq. (3.206). We used that αhpφ, 0q “ 1`|λh|L}φ}
2 ď e|λh|L}φ}
2
ďrKe |λh| 32L }φ}4 for a universal constant rK, for λ small enough. Consider now the
remainder term of the stationary phase expansion in Eq. (3.227). By the bound
(3.206), together with Lemma 3.9, for W “ |λh|
´ 1
4
`ε:
L´2n
ˇˇˇ
E1
´
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨qDphqn pφ{L, ¨q
¯ˇˇˇ
ď CL|λh|
n
2
` 1
2
´6εecˆh
|λh|
L
}φ}4 . (3.229)
In conclusion, for δ˜ ă δ as in Eq. (3.225), and for c˜h “ cˆh ` |λh|, for λ small
enough:
|E
phq
0 pφq| ď δ˜e
c˜h|λh`1|}φ}
4
, |Ephqn pφq| ď L
´2n|λh|
n
2 ec˜h
|λh|
L
}φ}4 pn “ 1, 2q .
(3.230)
This concludes the discussion of the large field regime.
3.3.6 The effective potential on scale h` 1
We obtained:
U ph`1qpΦq “ e´
λh
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iµhLpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Ephqn pφqpψ ¨ ψq . (3.231)
The functions E
phq
n pφq are analytic for φ P LSphq Y LLph`1q. Moreover, they
satisfy the bounds (3.215) for φ P LrSphq and the bounds (3.230) for φ P Lph`1q.
Instead, the renormalized functions RE
phq
n satisfy the bounds (3.219) in the
domain Sph`1q.
As we did after the integration of the scale zero, we now redefine the effective
coupling constant and the chemical potential, taking into account the terms
extracted in the renormalization procedure.
Small field bounds. Here we proceed exactly as for the corresponding discussion
on scale zero, Eqs. (3.110)-(3.124). The only difference is that now λ is replaced
by λh. We get, for φ P S
ph`1q:
U ph`1qpΦq “ e´λh`1pΦ¨Φq
2´iµh`1pΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Rph`1qn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n , (3.232)
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with:
λh`1 :“ L
´1λh ` β
phq
4 , µh`1 :“ Lµh ` β
phq
2
β
phq
2 “ iγ
phq
2 , β
phq
4 “ ´γ
phq
4 ´
γ
phq2
2
2
, (3.233)
hence |β
phq
2 | ď KL|λh| and |β
phq
4 | ď KL
´1|λh|
3
2 , by the bounds (3.222). The
functions R
ph`1q
n pφq are analytic in φ P Sph`1q and satisfy the bounds:
|R
ph`1q
2 pφq| ď |λh`1|
2}φ}2 , |R
ph`1q
1 pφq| ď |λh`1|
2}φ}4 ,
|R
ph`1q
0 pφq ´ 1| ď |λh`1|
2}φ}6 . (3.234)
Large field bounds. Proceeding as for the scale zero, Eqs. (3.125)-(3.142), we
rewrite the effective potential as in Eq. (3.232), where now the functions
R
ph`1q
n pφq satisfy the bounds, for φ P Lph`1q:
|R
ph`1q
0 pφq| ď δe
ch`1|λh`1|}φ}
4
,
|Rph`1qn pφq| ď |λh`1|
n
2 ech`1|λh`1|}φ}
4
n “ 1, 2 , (3.235)
with ch`1 “ c˜h ` |λh|
1
2 . This concludes the check of the inductive assumptions
for the effective potential on scale h ` 1, and concludes the proof of Theorem
3.10.
4 Proof of Theorem 2.2
4.1 Setting up the multiscale analysis
In this section we shall adapt the method developed in Section 3 to the compu-
tation of the two-point correlation function, in order to prove Theorem 2.2. The
same method could be applied to the evaluation of higher correlations, with a
larger number of internal degrees of freedom. We will omit this extension.
By supersymmetry, it will be enough to study the bosonic two-point function,
see Eq. (4.7) below. Following Eq. (2.9), we rewrite the fields φ`x , φ
´
y as:
φ`x ” φ
pě0q`
x “
1
L
φ
pě1q`
tL´1xu
`Axζ
p0q`
φ,tL´1xu
φ´y ” φ
pě0q´
y “
1
L
φ
pě1q´
tL´1yu
`Ayζ
p0q´
φ,tL´1yu
. (4.1)
Let tL´1xu ‰ tL´1yu. For the sake of notation, in this section we shall drop
the spin label, unless otherwise stated. We compute the two-point correlation
function with equal spins; by spin symmetry, the two-point correlation func-
tion with different spins is trivially zero. Plugging the decomposition (4.1) in
xφ`x φ
´
y y, and using that:ż
dµpζp0qq rU p0qpL´1Φ` ζp0qqU p0qpL´1Φ´ ζp0qqs
L3
2 ζ
p0q˘
φ,tL´1xu “ 0 @x , (4.2)
we get:
xφ`x φ
´
y yN “ L
´2xφ
pě1q`
tL´1xuφ
pě1q´
tL´1yuyN . (4.3)
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This procedure can be iterated. Let k P N be the first integer such that tL´kxu “
tL´kyu. Then, for all h ď k:
xφ`x φ
´
y yN “ L
´2ph´1qxφ
pěh´1q`
tL´h`1xu
φ
pěh´1q´
tL´h`1yu
yN
” L´2pk´1qxφ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
φ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
yN . (4.4)
We are left with discussing the evaluation of
@
φ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
φ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
D
N
. To begin:
xφ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
φ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
yN
“
ż
dµpΦpě0qq
” ź
zPΛp0q
U p0qpΦpě0qz q
ı
φ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
φ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
(4.5)
“
ż
dµpΦpěk´1qq
” ź
xPΛpk´1q
U pk´1qpΦpěk´1qx q
ı
φ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
φ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
where the functions U pk´1qp¨q are the outcome of the construction of Section 3
(we again used that N phq “ 1 for all h, by SUSY). Again by SUSY, see Remark
C.12:
xpφ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
φ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
` ψ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
ψ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
qyN “ 0 . (4.6)
It therefore suffices to compute the bosonic two-point function, since Eq. (4.6)
together with the previous discussion implies
xφ`x φ
´
y yN “ ´xψ
`
x ψ
´
y yN . (4.7)
4.2 Integration of the nontrivial scales
We write:
φpěk´1q˘z “
1
L
φ
pěkq˘
tL´1zu `Azζ
pk´1q˘
φ,tL´1zu ; (4.8)
plugging this identity in Eq. (4.5), and using again that the average of odd
functions is zero:
xφ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
φ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
yN “
1
L2
xφ
pěkq`
tL´kxu
φ
pěkq´
tL´kyu
yN (4.9)
`AtL´k`1xuAtL´k`1yuxζ
pk´1q`
φ,tL´kxu
ζ
pk´1q´
φ,tL´kyu
yN
”
N`1ÿ
h“k
AtL´h`1xuAtL´h`1yu
L2ph´kq
xζ
ph´1q`
φ,tL´hxu
ζ
ph´1q´
φ,tL´hyu
yN .
Notice that, by definition of scale k, tL´hxu “ tL´hyu for all h ě k. Moreover,
the average in the sum does not depend on the location of the fields.
4.2.1 Integration of the scale k ´ 1
In this section we discuss the integration of the first nontrivial scale, corre-
sponding to the entry h “ k ´ 1 in the sum in Eq. (4.9). To evaluate
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xζ
pk´1q`
y ζ
pk´1q´
y yN , y P Λ
pkq we proceed as follows. By definition of effective
potential:
xζ
pk´1q`
φ,y ζ
pk´1q´
φ,y yN (4.10)
“
ż
dµpΦpěk´1qq
” ź
zPΛpkq
ź
xPB
pkq
z
U pk´1qpΦpěk´1qx q
ı
ζ
pk´1q`
φ,y ζ
pk´1q´
φ,y
which we rewrite as:
xζ
pk´1q`
φ,y ζ
pk´1q´
φ,y yN
“
ż
dµpΦpěkqqdµpζpk´1qq
” ź
zPΛpkq
ź
xPB
pkq
z
U pk´1qpΦpěkqz {L`Axζ
pk´1q
z q
ı
¨ζ
pk´1q`
φ,y ζ
pk´1q´
φ,y
“
ż
dµpΦpěkqqdµpζpk´1qq
” ź
zPΛpkq
z‰y
ź
xPB
pkq
z
U pk´1qpΦpěkqz {L`Axζ
pk´1q
z q
ı
¨
” ź
xPB
pkq
y
U pk´1qpΦpěkqy {L`Axζ
pk´1q
y q
ı
ζ
pk´1q`
φ,y ζ
pk´1q´
φ,y
”
ż
dµpΦpěkqq
” ź
xPΛpkq
x‰y
U pkqpΦpěkqx q
ı
F
pkq
k´1pΦ
pěkq
y q , (4.11)
where we introduced:
F
pkq
k´1pΦq :“
ż
dµpζq rU pk´1qpΦ{L` ζqU pk´1qpΦ{L´ ζqs
L3
2 ζ`φ ζ
´
φ
“ e´
λk´1
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iLµk´1pΦ¨Φq
¨
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnL´2n
ż
dµφpζφq e
´ rV pk´1q
b
pφ,ζφqζ`φ ζ
´
φ D
pk´1q
n pφ, ζφq ;
the last step follows from the integration of the fermionic fields, discussed in
Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and from the definition of the Dpk´1q functions, recall Eq.
(3.192). We now discuss the integration of the bosonic fluctuation field, which
we shall perform via a stationary phase expansion. We have:ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnL´2n
ż
dµφpζφq e
´ rV pk´1q
b
pφ,ζφqζ`φ ζ
´
φ D
pk´1q
n pφ, ζφq (4.12)
“ ´i
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnL´2nDpk´1qn pφ, 0q `
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnE2pY
pk´1q
n pφ, ¨qq ,
where we defined:
Y pk´1qn pφ, ζφq :“ L
´2ne´
rV pk´1q
b
pφ,ζφqζ`φ ζ
´
φ D
pk´1q
n pφ, ζφq . (4.13)
Plugging the expansion (4.12) in (4.12), we get:
F
pkq
k´1pΦq “ ´iU
pk´1qpΦ{LqL
3
(4.14)
`e´
λk´1
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iLµk´1pΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnE2pY
pk´1q
n pφ, ¨qq
” ´iU pk´1qpΦ{LqL
3
` rF pkqk´1pΦq ,
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where we used that, by the definition of the Dpk´1q functions:
U pk´1qpΦ{LqL
3
“ e´
λk´1
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iLµk´1pΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnL´2nDpk´1qn pφ, 0q
(4.15)
and we defined:
rF pkqk´1pΦq :“ e´λk´1L pΦ¨Φq2´iLµk´1pΦ¨Φq ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnE2pY
pk´1q
n pφ, ¨qq . (4.16)
Let us now estimate the right-hand side of Eq. (4.16). We use the bound
(3.206), together with Lemma 3.9. We get, recalling the definition (4.13), for
}Im ζφ} ď |λk´1|
´ 1
4
`ε, }Im pφ{L˘ ζφq} ď |λk´1|
´ 1
4 :
|Y pk´1qn pφ, ζφq| ď CL|λk´1|
n
2
´ 1
2 e´|λk´1|
L3
4
}ζφ}
4`cˆk´1
|λk´1|
L
}φ}4 . (4.17)
The extra factor |λk´1|
´ 1
2 is due to the presence of ζ`φ ζ
´
φ in the definition of
Y
pk´1q
n . Thus, Y
pk´1q
n pφ, ¨q satisfies the bound (3.47) with W “ |λk´1|
´ 1
4
`ε:
FW pY
pk´1q
n pφ, ¨qq “ KL|λk´1|
n
2
´ 3
2 ecˆk´1
|λk´1|
L
}φ}4 . (4.18)
Hence, by Lemma 3.9:
|E2pY
pk´1q
n pφ, ¨qq| ď rKL|λk´1|n2` 12´8εecˆk´1 |λk´1|L }φ}4 . (4.19)
4.2.2 Iterative integration
Plugging Eq. (4.14) into Eq. (4.11), we get, by Theorem C.10:
xζpk´1q`y ζ
pk´1q´
y yk´1 “ ´i`
ż
dµpΦpěkqq
” ź
xPΛpkq
x‰y
U pkqpΦpěkqx q
ı rF pkqk´1pΦpěkqy q .
(4.20)
We shall compute the integral in a multiscale fashion. We have, for all ℓ such
that k ` ℓ ď N :ż
dµpΦpěkqq
” ź
xPΛpkq
z‰y
U pkqpΦpěkqx q
ı rF pkqk´1pΦpěkqy q
“
ż
dµpΦpěk`ℓqq
” ź
xPΛpk`ℓq
x‰tL´ℓyu
U pk`ℓqpΦpěk`ℓqx q
ı rF pk`ℓqk´1 pΦpěk`ℓqtL´ℓyu q , (4.21)
where, denoting by xhpyq :“ tL
´h`kyu P Λphq for h ą k ´ 1:
rF ph`1qk´1 pΦpěh`1qxh`1pyqq :“ ż dµpζq ” ź
xPB
ph`1q
xh`1pyq
x‰xhpyq
U phqpΦ
pěh`1q
xh`1pyq
{L`Axζq
ı
¨ rF phqk´1pΦpěh`1qxh`1pyq{L`Axhpyqζq . (4.22)
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In particular, Eqs. (4.20), (4.21) imply:
xζpk´1q`y ζ
pk´1q´
y yk´1 “ ´i` rF pNqk´1p0q . (4.23)
That is,
xφ`x φ
´
y yN “
1
L2pk´1q
xφ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
φ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
yN
“
1
L2pk´1q
N`1ÿ
h“k
AtL´h`1xuAtL´h`1yu
L2ph´kq
xζ
ph´1q`
φ,tL´hxu
ζ
ph´1q´
φ,tL´hyu
yN
“
´i
L2pk´1q
N`1ÿ
h“k
´AtL´h`1xuAtL´h`1yu
L2ph´kq
` i rF pNqh´1p0q¯ . (4.24)
Let us rewrite the map (4.22) in a more symmetric way. Recalling that Az “ ˘
and that
ř
xPB
ph`1q
y
Ax “ 0:
rF ph`1qk´1 pΦpěh`1qxh`1pyqq
“
ż
dµpζq
”
U phqpΦ
pěh`1q
xh`1pyq
{L` ζqU phqpΦ
pěh`1q
xh`1pyq
{L´ ζq
ıL3
2
´1
¨U phqpΦ
pěh`1q
xh`1pyq
{L´ ζq rF phqk´1pΦpěh`1qxh`1pyq{L` ζq . (4.25)
To prove this equality we assumed that Axhpyq “ 1. If not, we can reduce the
discussion to this case by performing a ζ Ñ ´ζ change of variable. Let us now
assume inductively that:
rF phqk´1pΦq “ e´λhpΦ¨Φq2´iµhpΦ¨Φq ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnG
phq
k´1;npφq , (4.26)
with G
phq
k´1;npφq analytic in φ P S
phq Y Lphq, and such that:
|G
phq
k´1;npφq| ď Ch|λk´1|
1
2
´8ε|λh|
n
8 ech|λh|}φ}
4
, (4.27)
for some 0 ă Ch ď 2 rKL. These assumptions are true for h “ k, see Eq. (4.19)
(there, Ck “ rKL). Our goal will be to show that these bounds propagate to
scale h` 1.
After integrating the fermionic fluctuation field, we get:
rF ph`1qk´1 pΦq “ e´λhL pΦ¨Φq2´iµhLpΦ¨Φq (4.28)
¨
ż
dµφpζφq e
´ rV phq
b
pφ,ζφq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnL´2nΓ
phq
k´1;npφ{L, ζφq ,
where Γ
phq
k´1;npφ{L, ζφq is analytic for φ{L ˘ ζφ P S
phq Y Lphq. The pψ ¨ ψq-
dependence of rF ph`1qk´1 pΦq follows from (4.25) together with the fact that both
U phq, rF phqk´1 depend on ψ either via pψ ¨ ψq, or via pψ ¨ ζψq, and the fermionic
covariance of the Grassmann Gaussian integration dµψpζψq is diagonal. The
next proposition collects important bounds on the functions Γ
phq
k´1;n.
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Proposition 4.1. Let φ{L˘ ζφ P S
phq Y Lphq. Then, the following bounds hold
true, for λ small enough and for a universal constant C ą 0:
|Γ
phq
k´1;npφ{L, ζφq| ď (4.29)
Chβˆhpφ, ζφq
4p1` 24|λh|
1
16 q|λk´1|
1
2
´8ε|λh|
n
8 ech|λh|
L3
2
p}φ`ζφ}
4`ch|λh|}φ´ζφ}
4q ,
with:
βˆhpφ, ζφq :“ p1` |λh|
3
8 }φ} ` |λh|
3
8 }ζφ} ` |λh|
5
8 }φ}}ζφ}qp1 ` |λh|
3
8 }ζφ}q . (4.30)
Proof. The proof follows the same strategy of the proofs of Propositions 3.12,
3.13, 3.14. Let us set:
f phqpΦq :“
ÿ
n
Rphqn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n , f˜
phq
k´1pΦq :“
ÿ
n
G
phq
k´1;npφqpψ ¨ ψq
n
g˜phqpΦ, ζq :“ f phqpΦ` ζq
L3
2
´1f phqpΦ´ ζq
L3
2
´1 . (4.31)
In terms of these functions, rF ph`1qk´1 pΦq reads:
rF ph`1qk´1 pΦq “ e´λhL pΦ¨Φq2´iµhLpΦ¨Φq (4.32)
¨
ż
dµpζq e´V
phq
b
pΦ,ζφq´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζqg˜phqpΦ{L, ζqf phqpΦ{L´ ζqf˜
phq
k´1pΦ{L` ζq ,
recall Eq. (3.175) for the definition of V
phq
b , V
phq
f . The functions Γ
phq
k´1;n in
Eq. (4.32) arise after the integration of the fermionic fluctuation field. To
bound them, we will use pκ,N ,Mq-bounds for the argument of the fermionic
integration.
To begin, the bounds (3.234), (3.235), together with Lemma 3.11, implies
that for φ´ζφ P S
phqYLphq the function f phqpΦ´ζq satisfies pκ1,N 1,M1q-bounds
with M1 “ N 1 and:
κ1 “ δech|λh|}φ´ζ}
4
, N 1 “ |λh|
1
4 . (4.33)
Next, consider g˜phqpΦ, ζq. Notice that the function g˜phq is almost identical to
the function gphq appearing in the proof of Proposition 3.12, see Eq. (3.160), the
only difference being that the function f phqpΦ˘ ζqL
3{2 in the definition of gphq
is replaced by f phqpΦ˘ ζqL
3{2´1 in the definition of g˜phq. It is then easy to see
that for φ˘ ζφ P S
phqYLphq the function g˜phqpΦq satisfies pκ2,N 2,M2q-bounds,
with N 2 “M2 “ |λh|
1
8 and κ2 given by:
piq κ2 “ 1` 2KL3|λh|
1
2 , φ˘ ζφ P S
phq,
piiq κ2 “ Kδ
L3
2
´2ep
L3
2
´1qch|λh|}φ´ζφ}
4
, φ` ζφ P S
phq, φ´ ζφ P L
phq,
κ2 “ Kδ
L3
2
´2ep
L3
2
´1qch|λh|}φ`ζφ}
4
φ´ ζφ P S
phq, φ` ζφ P L
phq,
piiiq κ2 “ KδL
3´2ep
L3
2
´1qch|λh|p}φ`ζφ}
4`}φ´ζφ}
4q, φ˘ ζφ P L
phq .
(4.34)
These statements are proven as in the proof of Proposition 3.12. The values
of N 2 and M2 correspond to the worst case of the corresponding values in
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the proof of Proposition 3.12, taking λ small enough to get rid of multiplicative
constants. Item piq in (4.34) follows from (3.168). Item piiq follows from (3.172).
Item piiiq follows from (3.173).
Consider now f˜
phq
k´1. The bound (4.27) together with Lemma 3.11 implies
that, for φ` ζφ P S
phq YLphq, the function f˜
phq
k´1pΦ` ζq satisfies pκ
3,N3,M3q-
bounds with N3 “M3 and:
κ3 “ Ch|λk´1|
1
2
´8εech|λh|}φ`ζφ}
4
, N3 “ |λh|
1
16 . (4.35)
Next, consider the ζψ-dependent part of the integrand in Eq. (4.32):
e´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζqg˜phqpΦ{L, ζqf phqpΦ{L´ ζqf˜
phq
k´1pΦ{L` ζq . (4.36)
By Lemma 3.3, the product g˜phqpΦ{L, ζqf phqpΦ{L´ ζqf˜
phq
k´1pΦ{L` ζq appearing
at the argument of the integral in (4.32) satisfies pκ1,N1,M1q-bounds, with
κ1 “ κ
1κ2κ3 ď p1` |λh|
1
4 qCh|λk´1|
1
2
´8εech|λh|
L3
2
p}φ`ζφ}
4`ch|λh|}φ´ζφ}
4q
N1 “ N
1 `N 2 `N3 ď |λh|
1
16 p1` 2|λh|
1
16 q , M1 “ N1 . (4.37)
Consider now the expression in (4.36). Recall the definition (3.175) for V
phq
f pΦ, ζq
defined in Eq. (3.175), and the pκ,N ,Mq-bounds of (3.181). Lemma 3.3, and
(4.37), (3.181) imply that (4.36) satisfies pκ2,N2,M2q-bounds with:
κ2 “ κ1
N2 ď |λh|
1
16 p1 ` 3|λh|
1
16 q
M2 ď |λh|
1
16βhpφ, ζφq (4.38)
with:
βhpφ, ζφq “ 1` |λh|
3
8 }φ} ` |λh|
3
8 }ζφ} ` |λh|
5
8 }φ}}ζφ} . (4.39)
We shall now compute the pκ,N q-bounds for the function obtained after inte-
grating (4.36) in ζψ:
h˜phqpΦ, ζφq :“
ż
dµψpζψq e
´V
phq
f
pΦ,ζqg˜phqpΦ{L, ζqf phqpΦ{L´ ζqf˜
phq
k´1pΦ{L` ζq .
(4.40)
Using Lemma 3.5 together with (4.38) we have that h˜phqpΦ, ζφq satisfies pκ3,N3q-
bounds with:
κ3 “ κ2p1` 12M
2
2 ` 2M
4
2q
ď κ1p1` 24|λh|
1
8 qβhpφ, ζφq
4
N3 “ N2 . (4.41)
To conclude, we write V
phq
b pΦ, ζφq “
rV phqb pφ, ζφq`Vˆ phqb pΦ, ζφq, with Vˆ phqb pΦ, ζφq “
2λhLpψ ¨ ψqpζφ ¨ ζφq, recall (3.38). The final claim will follow from estimating
the coefficients in pψ ¨ ψq of:
e´Vˆ
phq
b
pΦ,ζφqh˜phqpΦ, ζφq . (4.42)
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To do so, notice that the function e´Vˆ
phq
b
pΦ,ζφq satisfies pκ4,N4q-bounds, with:
κ4 “ 1 , N4 “ 2
1
2L
1
2 |λh|
1
2 }ζφ} . (4.43)
Therefore, the function (4.42) satisfies pκ5,N5q-bounds with:
κ5 “ κ4κ3 (4.44)
ď Chβhpφ, ζφq
4p1 ` 48|λh|
1
8 q|λk´1|
1
2
´8εech|λh|
L3
2
p}φ`ζφ}
4`ch|λh|}φ´ζφ}
4q
N5 “ N4 `N3
ď |λh|
1
16 p1` 3|λh|
1
16 q ` 2
1
2L
1
2 |λh|
1
2 }ζφ}
ď |λh|
1
16 p1` 3|λh|
1
16 qp1 ` |λh|
3
8 }ζφ}q . (4.45)
Finally, we get rid of factor p1 ` 3|λh|
1
16 qp1 ` |λh|
3
8 }ζφ}q in N5 by using that if
(4.42) satisfies pκ5,N5q then it also satisfies pκ,N q bounds with:
κ “ κ5p1` 3|λh|
1
16 q4p1` |λh|
3
8 }ζφ}q
4 ,
ď Chβˆhpφ, ζφq
4p1` 24|λh|
1
16 q|λk´1|
1
2
´8εech|λh|
L3
2
p}φ`ζφ}
4`ch|λh|}φ´ζφ}
4q
N “ |λh|
1
16 . (4.46)
with βˆhpφ, ζφq “ βhpφ, ζφqp1` |λh|
3
8 }ζφ}q. This concludes the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.1.
To complete the evaluation of rF ph`1qk´1 pΦq, we are now left with the integration
of the bosonic fluctuation field in Eq. (4.28). By stationary phase expansion,
Lemma 3.8:
rF ph`1qk´1 pΦq “ e´λhL pΦ¨Φq2´iµhLpΦ¨Φq ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnL´2nΓ
phq
k´1;npφ{L, 0q
`e´
λh
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iµhLpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnE1pY
phq
k´1;npφ{L, ¨qq ,
where:
Y
phq
k´1;npφ{L, ζφq :“ L
´2ne´
rV phq
b
pφ,ζφqΓ
phq
k´1;npφ{L, ζφq . (4.47)
Consider the first term in Eq. (4.47). We have, thanks to Proposition 4.1, for
φ{L P Sphq Y Lphq:
|L´2nΓ
phq
k´1;npφ{L, 0q| (4.48)
ď L´2nChβˆhpφ, 0q
4p1` 24|λh|
1
16 q|λk´1|
1
2
´8ε|λh|
n
8 ech
|λh|
L
}φ}4
ď L´2nChp1` 48|λh|
1
16 q|λk´1|
1
2
´8ε|λh|
n
8 epch`|λh|
1
4 q
|λh|
L
}φ}4 ,
where in the last step we used that:
βˆhpφ, 0q “ 1` |λh|
3
8 }φ}
ď e|λh|
3
8 }φ}
ď eCL|λh|
1
4
e|λh|
5
4
1
4L
}φ}4 (4.49)
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and we took into account the first exponential by p1`24|λh|
1
16 qe4CL|λh|
1
4 ď p1`
48|λh|
1
16 q. Consider now the remainder term in the stationary phase expansion.
In order to bound the error, we need the analogue of (3.206) for the argument
of E1. We shall rely on Proposition 3.15, together with the estimate:
βˆhpφ, ζφq ď p1` CL|λh|
1
4 ` C|λh|
5
4 }φ}4 ` C|λh|
5
4 }ζφ}
4qp1` |λh|
3
8 }ζφ}q
ď e2CL|λh|
1
4
e|λh|
5
4 p 1
4L
`Cq}φ}4eC|λh|
5
4 }ζφ}
4
. (4.50)
Therefore, Eq. (4.50) and Propositions 4.1, 3.15 imply, for }Im ζφ} ď |λh|
´ 1
4
`2ε
and φ{L˘ ζφ P S
phq Y Lphq:
|Y
phq
k´1;npφ{L, ζφq|
ď CLCh|λk´1|
1
2
´8ε|λh|
n
8 e´|λh|
L3
4
}ζφ}
4`pch`|λh|
8ε`|λh|
1
8 q
|λh|
L
}φ}4
ď CLCh|λk´1|
1
2
´8ε|λh|
n
8 e´|λh|
L3
4
}ζφ}
4`pcˆh´
1
2
|λh|
4εq|
|λh|
L
}φ}4 (4.51)
where we used that, for λ small enough, ch ` |λh|
8ε ` |λh|
1
8 ď cˆh ´ p1{2q|λh|
4ε,
since cˆh “ ch` |λh|
1
2 ` |λh|
4ε, recall the definition after Eq. (3.206). The factor
´|λh|
4ε will be useful later on. Hence, by Lemma 3.9:
|E1pY
phq
k´1;npφ{L, ¨qq| ď KLCh|λk´1|
1
2
´8ε|λh|
n
8
` 1
2
´12εepcˆh´
1
2
|λh|
4εq
|λh|
L
}φ}4 .
(4.52)
All in all, putting together Eqs. (4.47), (4.48), (4.52), we get:rF ph`1qk´1 pΦq “ e´λhL pΦ¨Φq2´iµhLpΦ¨Φq ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqn rGph`1qk´1;npφq , (4.53)
for some new functions rGph`1qk´1;npφq analytic in φ P Sph`1qYLph`1q, satisfying the
bound:
| rGph`1qk´1;npφq| ď Chp1 ` 48|λh| 116 q|λk´1| 12´8ε|λh`1|n8 epcˆh´ 12 |λh|4εq |λh|L }φ}4 . (4.54)
Notice that we used the factor L´2n in Eq. (4.48) to update the prefactor |λh|
n
8
to |λh`1|
n
8 . Let us now update the running coupling constant appearing in the
explicit exponential prefactor in Eq. (4.53). We write:rF ph`1qk´1 pΦq “ e´λhL pΦ¨Φq2´iµhLpΦ¨Φq ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqn rGph`1qk´1;npφq
” e´λh`1pΦ¨Φq
2´iµh`1pΦ¨ΦqG
ph`1q
k´1 pΦq ,
G
ph`1q
k´1 pΦq :“ e
`β
phq
4
pΦ¨Φq2`iβ
phq
2
pΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqn rGph`1qk´1;npφq
“:
ÿ
n“0,1,2
pψ ¨ ψqnG
ph`1q
k´1;npφq ,
(4.55)
where in the last step we expanded the overall exponential as a polynomial in
pψ ¨ψq, and collected terms of the same powers. We shall now prove bounds for
the new functions G
ph`1q
k´1;npφq, and check the inductive assumption (4.27). We
notice that the function eβ
phq
4
pΦ¨Φq2`iβ
phq
2
pΦ¨Φq satisfies pκ,N q-bounds with:
κ “ e|β
phq
2
|}φ}2`|β
phq
4
|}φ}4 ď p1` 2C2L3|λh|
1
2 q e2C|λh|
3
2
}φ}4
L ,
N “ |β
phq
2 |
1
2 ` 2
1
2 |β
phq
4 |
1
2 }φ} ` |β
phq
4 |
1
4 ď |λh`1|
1
4 eC|λh|
3
2
}φ}4
L ,
(4.56)
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where we used the bounds |β
phq
2 | ď CL|λh| and |β
phq
4 | ď CL
´1|λh|
3
2 (see after
Eqs. (3.233)) and Lemma 3.3. All in all, Eqs. (4.56), together with the bound
(4.54) give, again using Lemma 3.3:
|G
ph`1q
k´1;npφq| ď Chp1`K|λh|
1
16 q|λk´1|
1
2
´8ε|λh`1|
n
8 epch´
1
4
|λh|
εq
|λh|
L
}φ}4
ď Chp1`K|λh|
1
16 q|λk´1|
1
2
´8ε|λh`1|
n
8 ech`1|λh`1|}φ}
4
(4.57)
where ch`1 “ cˆh ` |λh|
1
2 ` |λh|, see Eqs. (3.235), (3.230), and we used that
|λh|
L
ď |λh`1|p1` 2C|λh|
1
2 q. Also, by construction, the new functions G
ph`1q
k´1;npφq
are analytic in φ P Sph`1qYLph`1q. In conclusion, the inductive assumption Eq.
(4.27) is true on scale h` 1, with:
Ch`1 “ Chp1`K|λh|
1
16 q
ď Ck
Nź
j“k
p1`K|λj |
1
16 q
ď 2Ck . (4.58)
4.2.3 Conclusion
We are now ready to compute the two-point correlation function, recall Eq.
(4.24). We have:
xφ`x,σφ
´
y,σ1y “
´iδσ,σ1
L2pk´1q
´N`1ÿ
h“k
AtL´h`1xuAtL´h`1yu
L2ph´kq
` EN px, yq
¯
EN px, yq “ i
N`1ÿ
h“k
rF pNqh´1p0q
|EN px, yq| ď
N`1ÿ
h“k
2 rKL|λh´1| 12´8ε ď KL´ λ
L2pk´1q
¯ 1
2
´8ε
, (4.59)
where the last bound follows from rF pNqk´1p0q “ GpNqk´1;0p0q together with (recall
(4.27)):
|G
pNq
k´1;0p0q| ď CN |λk|
1
2
´8ε ď 2 rKL|λk´1| 12´8ε . (4.60)
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
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A The flow of the chemical potential
In this section we shall control the flow of the chemical potential µh. Before
starting, it is important to recall that the induction of Section 3.3, that allowed
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to contruct the effective potential on all scales, works provided the sequence
of chemical potentials tµku
N
k“0 is bounded as |µk| ď C|λk|. In particular, it
is important to notice that the constant C can be chosen arbitrarily large,
provided λ is small enough. For these sequences of chemical potentials, the
effective quartic coupling behaves as desired, namely |λk ´
λ
Lk
| ď Kλ
3
2
Lk
, with K
dependent on C, in general.
Here we shall show that there exists a unique choice of µ such that indeed
the sequence tµku satisfies the desired bounds. This is the content of the next
proposition.
Proposition A.1. For C ą 0 large enough, there exists a unique µ P C, µ ”
µpλq, |µpλq| ď 2Cλ such that |µh| ď 2C|λh| for all h.
Proof. Recall that we are in the context of Theorem 3.10 and that we shall prove
the statement by induction. To begin, we shall find a more precise estimate on
the beta function of the chemical potential. Recall the flow equation for the
chemical potential (3.233) and its beta function (3.220), (3.233):
µh`1 “ Lµh ` β
phq
2 ,
β
phq
2 :“ iγ
phq
2 ”
i
2
B2}φ}E
phq
0 p0q .
(A.1)
The function E
phq
0 pφq can be computed via a stationary phase expansion, com-
pare with Eq. (3.208):
E
phq
0 pφq “ D
phq
0 pφ{L, 0q ` d1
´
∆e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0qD
phq
0 pφ{L, 0q
`d1
´
∆D
phq
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q ` E2
´
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨qD
phq
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
;
the various terms admit the following bounds:
|D
phq
0 pφ{L, 0q ´ 1| ď KL
3|λh|
1
2 ,
ˇˇˇ´
∆D
phq
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯
p0q
ˇˇˇ
ď CL|λh| ,ˇˇˇ
E2
´
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨qD
phq
0 pφ{L, ¨q
¯ˇˇˇ
ď KL|λh|
1´8ε .
(A.2)
In order to improve the bounds we already obtained on the beta function, we
furthermore notice that
´
∆e´
rV phq
b
pφ,¨q
¯
p0q “ 24λhLpφ ¨ φq ` 8iµhL; hence, pro-
vided that |µj | ď 2C|λj |, for all j ď h, the following expression is attained:
β
phq
2 “ 24d1iλhL`
i
2
B2}φ}D
phq
0 pφ{L, 0q ` β˜
phq
2 , (A.3)
with ˇˇ
B2}φ}D
phq
0 pφ{L, 0q
ˇˇ
ď KL|λh|, |β˜
phq
2 | ď K˜L|λh|
3
2
´8ε , (A.4)
where the first inequality follows from Cauchy estimates in the ball of radius
R “ L|λh|
´ 1
4 , and K˜L ” K˜LpCq. Therefore, for λ is small enough:
|β
phq
2 | ď KL|λh| , (A.5)
for a for a universal constantK ą 0, which does not depend on C. In particular,
by taking C large enough, we have:
LpC ´Kq ą 4CL´1 . (A.6)
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Existence. We shall show that there exists a solution tµhu
8
h“0 of Eq. (A.1) with
the desired properties. Later, we will comment on uniqueness. Our discussion
closely follows [40], see also [12]. Let µ ” µ0 P tz P C | |z| ă 2C|λ0|u “: I0.
By construction, β
p0q
2 is a continuous function of µ0 P I0, and |β
p0q
2 | ď KL|λ0|.
Thus, Eq. (A.1) implies that I0 Q µ0 ÞÑ µ1pµ0q is continuous, and that:
µ1pI0q Ą t|z| ă 2CL|λ0| ´KL|λ0|u Ą t|z| ă 2C|λ1|u, (A.7)
where the last step follows from Eq. (A.6). Thus, by continuity there exists
I1 Ă I0 such that:
t|z| ă C|λ1|u Ă µ1pI1q Ă t|z| ă 2C|λ1|u . (A.8)
This shows in particular that, for µ0 P I1, |µ1| ď 2C|λ1|. Now, suppose induc-
tively that there exists Ih Ă I0 such that Ih Q µ0 ÞÑ µkpµ0q is continuous for all
k ď h, and that:
t|z| ă C|λk|u Ă µkpIhq Ă t|z| ă 2C|λk|u , @k ď h . (A.9)
In particular, Eq. (A.9) implies that |µk| ď 2C|λk| for all k ď h. These
assumptions are true for h “ 1, as we just proved.
Let us check the inductive assumptions on scale h ` 1. By the RG con-
struction |β
phq
2 | ď KL|λh|. Also, β
phq
2 is continuous in µk, k ď h, and hence in
µ0 P Ih. Eq. (A.1) implies µh`1pµ0q is continuous in µ0 P Ih, and that:
µh`1pIhq Ą t|z| ă 2CL|λh| ´KL|λh|u Ą t|z| ă 2C|λh`1|u (A.10)
where the last step follows from Eq. (A.6). Thus, by continuity there exists
Ih`1 Ă Ih such that:
t|z| ă C|λh`1|u Ă µh`1pIh`1q Ă t|z| ă 2C|λh`1|u . (A.11)
This shows in particular that |µk| ď 2C|λk| for all k ď h` 1, which is what we
wanted to prove.
Uniqueness. Here we shall prove the uniqueness of µpλq: we shall show that
the set Ih shrinks to a point as h Ñ 8. To do this, we rely on the Lipschitz
continuity of the beta function of the effective chemical potential, as function of
the effective chemical potentials on all the previous scales. This will be proven
via a Cauchy estimate, which in turn relies on the analyticity properties of the
effective potential U phq as function on tµju
h
j“0. In fact, in the next proposition,
we shall regard the effective potentials U phq as functions of the sequence tµku
h
k“0:
as it is clear from the induction of Section 3.3, the only information about the
sequence of effective potentials that we required is that |µk| ď C|λk|. Also, as
already pointed out at the beginning of the section, the constant C can be taken
arbitrarily large, provided λ is small enough.
Lemma A.2. Let U phqpΦq “
ř
n“0,1,2U
phq
n pφqpψ ¨ ψqn, and let C ą 0. Then,
for λ small enough, for all h P N, the functions U
phq
n pΦq are analytic in tµju
h
j“0
with |µj | ă C|λj | for any j, and φ P S
phq Y Lphq.
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Proof. The proof is by induction. The case h “ 0 is true by inspection.
Next, we assume that Theorem 3.10 and Lemma A.2 are true on scales
j ă h, and we shall prove that they hold on scale h. Consider: f ph´1qpΦ, ζq :“
rU ph´1qpΦ{L` ζqU ph´1qpΦ{L´ ζqs
L3
2 . By the inductive assumptions, f ph´1q is
analytic in tµju
h´1
j“0 , provided |µj | ă C|λj | and φ{L ˘ ζφ P S
phq Y Lphq. The
new effective potential U phq is obtained after integrating the fluctuation field
ζ. It is clear that the analyticity domain is left unaffected by the integra-
tion on the fermionic fluctuation field ζψ. Consider now the integration of the
bosonic fluctuation field ζφ. By the bounds proven in the analysis of the ef-
fective potential in Section 3.3, the coefficients of the Grassmann expansion of
f ph´1q are absolutely integrable in ζφ, for tµju
h´1
j“0 in the assumed range and for
φ P SphqYLphq. Thus, analyticity of
ş
dµpζq f ph´1qpΦ, ζq in tµju
h´1
j“0 follows from
dominated convergence and from Morera’s theorem. This implies analyticity of
U
phq
n in tµju
h´1
j“0 . Finally, analyticity of U
phq
n in µh follows from the fact that the
function eiµhpΦ¨Φq is entire in µh
This lemma easily implies analyticity of the beta function of the chemical
potential.
Corollary A.3. For any h P N, β
phq
2 is an analytic function in tµju
h
j“0 provided
that |µj | ă C|λj | for all j.
Proof. In Section 3.3 we proved that U
phq
0 pφq is analytic in φ P S
phq and that
U
ph`1q
0 pφq “ e
´λh`1pφ¨φq
2´iµh`1pφ¨φqR
ph`1q
0 pφq , (A.12)
with µh`1 “ Lµh ` β
phq
2 , and where R
ph`1q
0 pφq is analytic in φ P S
ph`1q and
satisfies the bound |R
ph`1q
0 pφq ´ 1| ď C|λh`1|
2}φ}6 for these values of the field
φ. Consider the restriction of U
ph`1q
0 and of R
ph`1q
0 pφq to φ P R
4, and recall
that both U
ph`1q
0 , R
ph`1q
0 pφq depend on φ P R
4 only via }φ} (see Appendix C).
Therefore,
1
2
B2}φ}U
ph`1q
0 p0q “ ´iµh`1R
ph`1q
0 p0q `
1
2
B2}φ}R
ph`1q
0 p0q “ ´iµh`1 ; (A.13)
the last identity follows from R
ph`1q
0 p0q “ 1, implied by SUSY (see Appendix
C), and by the fact that R
ph`1q
0 pφq ´ 1 is at least of order }φ}
6.
By Lemma A.2 we know that U
ph`1q
0 pφq is analytic in tµju
h
j“0 uniformly in
φ P SphqYLphq, provided that |µj | ă C|λj | for any j. Hence, so is B
2
}φ}U
ph`1q
0 p0q;
this together with the identity β
phq
2 “ ip1{2qB
2
}φ}U
ph`1q
0 p0q´Lµh, implied by Eq.
(A.13) and by the definition of beta function, shows the analyticity of β
phq
2 .
We are now ready to prove uniqueness of µpλq. We shall proceed by contra-
diction. Suppose that the function µpλq is not unique: there exist two sequences
µ “ tµku
8
k“0 and µ
1 “ tµ1ku
8
k“0 such that |µk| ď 2C|λk| and |µ
1
k| ď 2C|λ
1
k|,
solving Eq. (A.1), with C as in the statement of Proposition A.1. We are de-
noting by tλ1ku the effective quartic couplings associated to the sequence tµ
1
ku.
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By the assumptions on the sequence tµku, it is true that |λ
1
k ´
λ
Lk
| ď Kλ
3
2
Lk
,
|λk ´
λ
Lk
| ď Kλ
3
2
Lk
for all k. We have:
µk`1 ´ µ
1
k`1 “ Lpµk ´ µ
1
kq ` β
pkq
2 pµk, . . . , µ0q ´ β
pkq
2 pµ
1
k, . . . , µ
1
0q ; (A.14)
by Corollary A.3, the beta functions are analytic in tµju, tµ
1
ju, respectively, if
|µj | ă C|λj | and |µ
1
j | ă C|λ
1
j |. Notice that we are free to assume that C ą 4C,
if λ is small enough. We rewrite Eq. (A.14) as:
µk ´ µ
1
k “ ´
8ÿ
j“k
Lk´j´1pβ
pjq
2 pµj , . . . , µ0q ´ β
pjq
2 pµ
1
j , . . . , µ
1
0qq , (A.15)
where we used that the sequences vanish at infinity. In order to estimate the
difference of the beta functions, we proceed as follows. We use the telescopic
representation:
β
pjq
2 pµj , . . . , µ0q ´ β
pjq
2 pµ
1
j , . . . , µ
1
0q “ (A.16)
jÿ
r“0
´
β
pjq
2 pµ
1
j , . . . , µ
1
r`1, µr, . . . , µ0q ´ β
pjq
2 pµ
1
j , . . . , µ
1
r, µr´1, . . . , µ0q
¯
.
We estimate every addend in the sum via a Cauchy estimate. We interpolate:
β
pjq
2 pµ
1
j , . . . , µ
1
r`1, µr, . . . , µ0q ´ β
pjq
2 pµ
1
j , . . . , µ
1
r, µr´1, . . . , µ0q
“
ż µr
µ1r
dν
B
Bν
β
pjq
2 pµ
1
j , . . . , µ
1
r`1, ν, . . . , µ0q (A.17)
and we use that, in the integral, the distance between ν and the boundary
of the analyticity domain of β
pjq
2 in its r-th variable is bounded below by
CλL´r. Also, for these values of ν, the beta function satisfies the bound
|β
pjq
2 pµ
1
j , . . . , µ
1
r`1, ν, . . . , µ0q| ď KλL
´j . Therefore, by a Cauchy estimate:
|β
pjq
2 pµj , . . . , µ0q ´ β
pjq
2 pµ
1
j , . . . , µ
1
0q| ď
jÿ
r“0
rKLr´j|µr ´ µ1r|
ď 2 rK}µ´ µ1}8 , (A.18)
with }µ}8 “ supk |µk| and where
rK is proportional to K{C. Plugging this
bound in Eq. (A.15) we get:
|µk ´ µ
1
k| ď 2
rK 8ÿ
j“k
Lk´j´1}µ´ µ1}8 @k P N , (A.19)
which implies:
}µ´ µ1}8 ď 4 rKL´1}µ´ µ1}8 . (A.20)
For L´1 rK small enough, Eq. (A.20) implies µ “ µ1. This concludes the proof
of Proposition A.1.
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B Proof of technical lemmas
In this section we collect the proofs of three key results, namely Lemma 3.8,
Lemma 3.9 and Proposition 3.15.
B.1 Proof of Lemma 3.8
Let SpRnq be the Schwartz space, and let f P SpRnq. Then:ż
Rn
dx e´i}x}
2
fpxq “
1
2
n
2
ż
Rn
dp e
i
4
}p}2 fˆppq . (B.1)
The proof of (B.1) goes as follows. Since f P L1pRnq we have, by dominated
convergence: ż
Rn
dx e´i}x}
2
fpxq “
ż
Rn
dx lim
εÑ0`
e´pi`εq}x}
2
fpxq
“ lim
εÑ0`
ż
Rn
dx e´pi`εq}x}
2
fpxq . (B.2)
Then, since e´pi`εq}x}
2
P L2pRnq, f P L2pRnq we have, by Plancherel’s theorem:ż
Rn
dx e´i}x}
2
fpxq “ lim
εÑ0`
ż
dp gˆεppqfˆppq , (B.3)
where fˆ P SpRnq, gˆε P SpR
nq, given by:
gˆεppq :“
1
p2πq
n
2
ż
dx eip¨xe´pi`εq}x}
2
“
1
2
n
2
e
´ 1
4pi`εq
}p}2
. (B.4)
Hence, applying again dominated convergence,ż
dx e´i}x}
2
fpxq “
ż
dp lim
εÑ0`
gˆεppqfˆppq
“
1
2
n
2
ż
dp e
i
4
}p}2 fˆppq , (B.5)
which concludes the proof of Eq. (B.1). Lemma 3.8 follows from Taylor ex-
panding e
i
4
}p}2 .
B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.9.
We shall only prove Lemma 3.9 part pbq, part paq being the well-known Cauchy
estimate. The proof of part pbq is a simple application of Cauchy formula and
integration by parts. Consider:ˇˇˇ
pmi fˆppq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ 1
p2πq
n
2
ż
dx e´ip¨xBmxifpx1, . . . , xnq
ˇˇˇ
ď
1
p2πq
n
2
ż
dx |Bmxifpx1, . . . , xnq| . (B.6)
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In the first step we used that Bmxif vanishes as |xi| Ñ 8 for all m ě 0. This
follows from the analyticity of f , from the representation of Bmxif via Cauchy
formula, and from Eq. (3.47), which implies the vanishing of f as |Re zi| Ñ 8,
in a strip around the real axis.
Now, Cauchy theorem, combined with the analyticity of the function zi ÞÑ
fpx1, . . . , zi, . . . , xnq in RW , implies:
|Bmxifpx1, . . . , xnq| ď Km
ˇˇˇ ż
Cpxiq
dzi
fpx1, . . . , zi, . . . , xnq
pzi ´ xiqm`1
ˇˇˇ
, (B.7)
where Cpxiq :“ tzi | |zi ´ xi| “W u. Changing variable:
|Bmxifpx1, . . . , xnq| ď Km
ˇˇˇ ż
Cp0q
dwi
fpx1, . . . , wi ` xi, . . . , xnq
wm`1i
ˇˇˇ
(B.8)
ď
Km
Wm`1
ż
Cp0q
|dwi| |fpx1, . . . , wi ` xi, . . . , xnq| ,
where we used the notation |dwi| :“
ˇˇˇ
dwiptq
dt
ˇˇˇ
dt, for any parametrization wiptq of
Cpxiq. Plugging (B.8) this into (B.6) we get:ˇˇˇ
pmi fˆppq
ˇˇˇ
ď
rKm
Wm`1
ż
dx
ż
Cp0q
|dwi| |fpx1, . . . , wi ` xi, . . . , xnq|
“
rKm
Wm`1
ż
Cp0q
|dwi|
ż
dx |fpx1, . . . , wi ` xi, . . . , xnq|
ď
2π rKm
Wm
FW pfq , (B.9)
where we used the assumption (3.47). Thus, from Eq. (B.9) we easily get that,
for any p P Rn, m P N, and for some Cm ą 0:
p1` pW |p|qmq|fˆppq| ď CmFW pfq , (B.10)
which implies Eq. (3.48). The final statement, Eq. (3.49), follows immediately
from the bound (B.10) together with the formula (3.44) for the remainder of
the stationary phase expansion. This concludes the proof.
B.3 Proof of Proposition 3.15.
We start by writing:
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,ζφqech
L3
2
|λh|}φ{L`ζφ}
4`ch
L3
2
|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
“ e´
rV phq
b
p0,ζφqech
|λh|
L
}φ}4`ch|λh|L
3}ζφ}
4
eApφ,ζφq (B.11)
with:
Apφ, ζφq :“ ´4λhLpφ ¨ ζφq
2 ´ 2λhLpφ ¨ φqpζφ ¨ ζφq
`4ch|λh|LpRe xφ, ζφyq
2 ` 2chL|λh|}φ}
2}ζφ}
2 . (B.12)
and rV phqb p0, ζφq “ pReλhqL3pζφ ¨ ζφq2 ` ipImλhqL3pζφ ¨ ζφq2
`iµhL
3pζφ ¨ ζφq . (B.13)
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Using that:
pζφ ¨ ζφq “ pRe ζφ ¨Re ζφq ´ pIm ζφ ¨ Im ζφq ` 2ipRe ζφ ¨ Im ζφq (B.14)
we have, for any η ą 0:
Re pζφ ¨ ζφq
2 “
´
pRe ζφ ¨Re ζφq ´ pIm ζφ ¨ Im ζφq
¯2
´ 4pRe ζφ ¨ Im ζφq
2
ě }Re ζφ}
4 ´ 6}Re ζφ}
2}Im ζφ}
2
ě p1 ´ 3ηq}Re ζφ}
4 ´ 3η´1}Im ζφ}
4 . (B.15)
Then, since }ζφ}
2 “ }Re ζφ}
2 ` }Im ζφ}
2 we have, using that by assumption
}Im ζφ} ď |λh|
´ 1
4
`ε, }Re ζφ}
2 ě }ζφ}
2 ´ |λh|
´ 1
2
`2ε; this implies:
Re pζφ ¨ ζφq
2 ě p1 ´ 4ηq}ζφ}
4 ´ Cη´1|λh|
´1`4ε . (B.16)
This, together with |µh| ď C|λh| and |Imλh| ď Cλ|λh| (recall (3.144)) gives,
for λ small enough:
Re rV phqb p0, ζφq ě p1 ´ 5ηq|λh|L3}ζφ}4 ´Kη´1L3|λh|4ε . (B.17)
Next, consider Apφ, ζφq. We write:
Apφ, ζφq “ ´4|λh|Lpφ ¨ ζφq
2 ´ 2|λh|Lpφ ¨ φqpζφ ¨ ζφq (B.18)
`4ch|λh|LpRe xφ, ζφyq
2 ` 2chL|λh|}φ}
2}ζφ}
2 `A1pφ, ζφq
where A1pφ, ζφq takes into account the replacement of λh with |λh| in the first
two terms. Using that |Imλh| ď Cλ|λh|, we have that |λh´|λh|| ď rCλ|λh|, and
hence:
|A1pφ, ζφq| ď Kλ|λh|L}φ}
2}ζφ}
2 . (B.19)
To exhibit a cancellation in the various terms appearing in the right-hand side
of Eq. (B.18), we can to show that pφ ¨ ζφq
2´pRe xφ, ζφyq
2 and pφ ¨ φqpζφ ¨ ζφq ´
}φ}2}ζφ}
2 are small. We have:
Re pφ ¨ ζφq
2 ´ pRe xφ, ζφyq
2 “ pRe pφ ¨ ζφqq
2 ´ pRe xφ, ζφyq
2 ´ pIm pφ ¨ ζφqq
2
“
´
Re pφ ¨ ζφq ´ Re xφ, ζφy
¯´
Re pφ ¨ ζφq ` Re xφ, ζφy
¯
´ pIm pφ ¨ ζφqq
2
“ ´2pImφ ¨ Imζφq
´
Re pφ ¨ ζφq ` Re xφ, ζφy
¯
´ pIm pφ ¨ ζφqq
2 . (B.20)
Therefore,
|Re pφ ¨ ζφq
2 ´ pRe xφ, ζφyq
2| ď Cr}Imφ}}Im ζφ}}φ}}ζφ} (B.21)
`}Imφ}2}Re ζφ}
2 ` }Reφ}2}Im ζφ}
2s .
Using that, by assumption, }Imφ} ď L|λh|
´ 1
4 and that }Im ζφ} ď |λh|
´ 1
4
`ǫ, we
get:
|Re pφ ¨ ζφq
2 ´ pRe xφ, ζφyq
2| ď KL2|λh|
´ 1
2 }ζφ}
2 `KL|λh|
´ 1
2
`2ε}φ}2 . (B.22)
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Similarly,
Reppφ ¨ φqpζφ ¨ ζφqq ´ }φ}
2}ζφ}
2 (B.23)
“ Repφ ¨ φqRepζφ ¨ ζφq ´ Impφ ¨ φqImpζφ ¨ ζφq ´ }φ}
2}ζφ}
2
“ Re pφ ¨ φq
´
Re pζφ ¨ ζφq ´ }ζφ}
2
¯
` }ζφ}
2
´
Re pφ ¨ φq ´ }φ}2
¯
´Impφ ¨ φqImpζφ ¨ ζφq
“ ´2Repφ ¨ φq}Imζφ}
2 ´ 2}ζφ}
2}Imφ}2 ´ Impφ ¨ φqImpζφ ¨ ζφq .
Therefore,
|Reppφ ¨ φqpζφ ¨ ζφqq ´ }φ}
2}ζφ}
2| ď Cr}φ}2}Imζφ}
2 ` }ζφ}
2}Imφ}2
`}Imζφ}}Imφ}}Reφ}}Reζφ}s . (B.24)
Using again the assumptions on φ and on ζφ:
|Reppφ¨φqpζφ ¨ζφqq´}φ}
2}ζφ}
2| ď KL2|λh|
´ 1
2 }ζφ}
2`KL|λh|
´ 1
2
`2ε}φ}2 . (B.25)
Therefore, we rewrite the real part of Eq. (B.18) as:
ReApφ, ζφq “ ´4|λh|LRe pφ ¨ ζφq
2 ´ 2|λh|LRe ppφ ¨ φqpζφ ¨ ζφqq
`4ch|λh|LpRe xφ, ζφyq
2 ` 2chL|λh|}φ}
2}ζφ}
2 ` ReA1pφ, ζφq ,
” 4|λh|pch ´ 1qLpRe xφ, ζφyq
2 ` 2|λh|pch ´ 1qL}φ}
2}ζφ}
2
`A2pφ, ζφq , (B.26)
where in the last step we used (B.20), (B.23); hence we have, using the bounds
(B.19), (B.22), (B.25):
|A2pφ, ζφq| ď Kλ|λh|L}φ}
2}ζφ}
2
` rKL3|λh| 12 }ζφ}2 ` rKL|λh| 12`2ε}φ}2 . (B.27)
The first two terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (B.26) are negative, thanks
to |ch ´ 1{6| ď Cλ
ε, recall Eq. (3.148). Also, the first term in the right-hand
side of Eq. (B.27) can be controlled using that 2pch ´ 1q `Kλ ă 0 for λ small
enough. Hence,
ReApφ, ζφq ď rKL3|λh| 12 }ζφ}2 ` rKL|λh| 12`2ε}φ}2 (B.28)
ď η|λh|L
3}ζφ}
4 `
1
L
|λh|
1`4ε}φ}4 ` rK2L3 ` η´3 rK2L5 .
Finally, thanks to (B.11), (B.17), (B.28):ˇˇˇ
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,ζφqech
L3
2
|λh|}φ{L`ζφ}
4`ch
L3
2
|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
ˇˇˇ
(B.29)
ď e´Re
rV phq
b
p0,ζφqeReApφ,ζφqech
|λh|
L
}φ}4`ch|λh|L
3}ζφ}
4
ď CL,ηe
´|λh|p1´6ηqL
3}ζφ}
4` 1
L
|λh|
1`4ε}φ}4ech
|λh|
L
}φ}4`ch|λh|L
3}ζφ}
4
which gives, for η such that 1´ 6η ´ ch ě 1{2 and for c˜h :“ ch ` |λh|
4ε:ˇˇˇ
e´
rV phq
b
pφ,ζφqech
L3
2
|λh|}φ{L`ζφ}
4`ch
L3
2
|λh|}φ{L´ζφ}
4
ˇˇˇ
ď CLe
´|λh|
L3
2
}ζφ}
4`c˜h
|λh|
L
}φ}4 , (B.30)
which is the final claim.
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C Symmetries
Here we shall discuss the symmetry properties of the model. Recall that the
notations φ, ψ denote the four-component vectors φ “ pφ1,Ò, φ2,Ò, φ1,Ó, φ2,Óq
T ,
ψ “ pψ`Ò , ψ
´
Ò , ψ
`
Ó , ψ
´
Ó q
T . In the following, we shall denote by σy the second
Pauli matrix:
σy “
ˆ
0 i
´i 0
˙
. (C.1)
Proposition C.1. Let φ P C4 and ψ “ pψ`Ò , ψ
´
Ò , ψ
`
Ó , ψ
´
Ó q
T . Let us denote by
OΦ “ pObφ,Ofψq the transformation O “ pOb, Of q P R
4ˆ4 ˆ C4ˆ4 such that
OTb Ob “ 14, O
T
f piσy b 12qOf “ iσy b 12, detOf “ 1 . (C.2)
Then, for all scales h ě 0:
U phqpΦq “ U phqpOΦq , (C.3)
Proof. The proof is by induction. Consider Eq. (C.3). The statement is true
for h “ 0, since pΦ ¨Φq “ pOΦ ¨OΦq. Suppose it is true for all scales k ď h. Let
us prove it for the scale k “ h` 1. We have:
U ph`1qpOΦq “
ż
dζ e´ipζ¨ζqrU phqpOΦ{L` ζqU phqpOΦ{L´ ζqs
L3
2 (C.4)
“
ż
dζ e´ipζ¨ζqrU phqpOpΦ{L `O´1ζqqU phqpOpΦ{L ´O´1ζqqs
L3
2
“
ż
dζ e´ipζ¨ζqrU phqpΦ{L`O´1ζqU phqpΦ{L´O´1ζqs
L3
2
where in the last step we used the validity of the symmetry on scale h. Let us now
perform the change of variable O´1ζ Ñ ζ 1, with ζ 1φ P R
4 thanks to the fact that
Ob P R
4ˆ4. Since the Jacobian of the transformation is | detOb|pdetOf q
´1 “ 1,
Eq. (C.3) on scale h` 1 follows.
Corollary C.2. (i) U phqpΦq is a polynomial in pψ ¨ ψq.
(ii) The following identities hold true, for all scales h ě 0:
Ephqn pφq “ E
phq
n pObφq . (C.5)
Remark C.3. In particular, for φ P R4, E
phq
n pφq ” E
phq
n p}φ}q.
Proof. To prove item piq, we proceed as follows. By construction, U phqpΦq is
a polynomial in the Grassmann variables ψ`σ , ψ
´
σ . By Eq. (C.3), U
phqpΦq is
invariant under ψ Ñ Ofψ, and the only Grassmann monomials invariant under
this transformation are powers of pψ ¨ ψq.
To prove item piiq, recall the expression (3.143):
U ph`1qpΦq “ e´
λh
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iLµhpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Ephqn pφqpψ ¨ ψq
n . (C.6)
The exponential prefactor is manifestly invariant under the transformationsO “
pOb, Of q of Proposition C.1. Therefore, since pψ ¨ ψq is Of -invariant, the claim
(C.5) immediately follows.
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The next definition makes precise the notion of supersymmetry of our model.
Definition C.4. Let us define the differential operator:
QΦ :“
ÿ
σ,ε
rψεσ
B
Bφεσ
´ εφεσ
B
Bψεσ
s . (C.7)
We say that a function fpΦq ” fpφ`, φ´, ψ`, ψ´q with φ` “ φ´, is supersym-
metric if:
QΦfpΦq “ 0 . (C.8)
Remark C.5. As an example, notice that the combination ψ`σ ψ
´
σ ` φ
`
σ φ
´
σ is
a sumersymmetric function. More generally, all analytic functions of ψ`σ ψ
´
σ `
φ`σ φ
´
σ are supersymmetric.
Supersymmetry of regular enough functions implies remarkable identities
after integration over the superfields. Here we shall only consider Schwartz
functions of the superfield Φ, defined as follows.
Definition C.6. We say that a function fpζq “
ř
b fbpζφq ζ
b
ψ is of Schwartz
type if fbp¨q are Schwartz functions for all b P t0, 1u
t˘uˆtÒ,Óu.
The next lemma will be useful later on, to perform integration by parts over
the superfields.
Lemma C.7. Let fpζq be of Schwartz type. Then:ż
dζ Qζfpζq “ 0 . (C.9)
Proof. We write:ż
dζ Qζfpζq “
ż
dζ
ÿ
σ,ε
rζεψ,σ
B
Bζεφ,σ
´ εζεφ,σ
B
Bζεψ,σ
sfpζq
” I` II . (C.10)
Consider I “
ř
σ,ε
ş
dζψ ζ
ε
ψ,σ
ş
dζφ
B
Bζε
φ,σ
fpζq. Since fpζq is of Schwartz type, the
boson integral of the boson derivative is well-defined and equal to zero, which
proves that I “ 0.
Consider now II. After differentiation, the Grassmann variable ζεψ,σ disap-
pears from the integrand, by definition of Grassmann derivative. Therefore,
using that
ş
dζεφ,σ “ 0, we get II “ 0.
This lemma can be used to prove that the effective potential U phqpΦq, re-
stricted to φi,σ P R, is a supersymmetric function.
Proposition C.8. Let Φ “ pψ`, ψ´, ψ`, ψ´q with φ` “ φ´. For all h ě 0,
QΦU phqpΦq “ 0 . (C.11)
Proof. (of Proposition C.8.) The proof goes by induction. The supersymmetry
of pΦ ¨ Φq implies that Eq. (C.11) holds true for h “ 0. Suppose it holds
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for k ă h and let us prove it for k “ h. We have, setting for convenience
U
phq
L p¨q :“ U
phqp¨q
L3
2 :
QΦU ph`1qpLΦq “ QΦ
ż
dµpζq rU phqpΦ` ζqU phqpΦ´ ζqs
L3
2
“ QΦ
ż
dµpζqU
phq
L pΦ` ζqU
phq
L pΦ´ ζq (C.12)
“
ż
dµpζqQΦU
phq
L pΦ` ζqU
phq
L pΦ´ ζq
”
ż
dµpζq rpQΦU
phq
L pΦ` ζqqU
phq
L pΦ´ ζq ` U
phq
L pΦ` ζqpQ
ΦU
phq
L pΦ´ ζqqs .
By using that Qζe´ipζ¨ζq “ 0 and Lemma C.7 to “integrate by parts”:
´QΦU ph`1qpLΦq “ (C.13)ż
dµpζq rpQΦ,ζU
phq
L pΦ` ζqqU
phq
L pΦ´ ζq ` U
phq
L pΦ` ζqpQ
Φ,ζU
phq
L pΦ´ ζqqs
with QΦ,ζ :“ QΦ `Qζ . We claim that:
pQΦ `QζqU
phq
L pΦ˘ ζq “ pQ
ΦU
phq
L qpΦ˘ ζq . (C.14)
This together with our inductive assumption (C.11) immediately implies that
QΦU ph`1qpLΦq “ 0 and concludes the proof. Let us check the claim (C.14). We
have:
pQΦ `QζqU
phq
L pΦ˘ ζq
“
ÿ
ε,σ
´
ψεσ
B
Bφεσ
` ζεψ,σ
B
Bζεφ,σ
´ εφεσ
B
Bψεσ
´ εζεφ,σ
B
Bζεψ,σ
¯
U
phq
L pΦ˘ ζq
“
ÿ
ε,σ
´
pψεσ ˘ ζ
ε
ψ,σq
B
Bφεσ
´ εpφεσ ˘ ζ
ε
φ,σq
B
Bψεσ
¯
U
phq
L pΦ˘ ζq
” pQΦU
phq
L qpΦ˘ ζq , (C.15)
which proves Eq. (C.14).
Corollary C.9. Eqs. (3.221) hold true.
Proof. The proof is by induction. It is trivially true for h “ 0. Suppose it is
true for k ă h, and let us prove it for k “ h. We rewrite U phq as:
U phqpΦq “ e´
λh
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iLµhpΦ¨Φq
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Ephqn pφqL
´2npψ ¨ ψqn . (C.16)
Let φi,σ P R. Being the explicit factor e
´
λh
L
pΦ¨Φq2´iLµhpΦ¨Φq supersymmetric,
Eq. (C.11) implies that:
QΦ
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Ephqn pφqL
´2npψ ¨ ψqn “ 0 . (C.17)
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Explicitly,
QΦ
ÿ
n“0,1,2
Ephqn pφqL
´2npψ ¨ ψqn (C.18)
“
ÿ
σ,ε
ÿ
n“0,1,2
”
ψεσ
´ B
Bφεσ
Ephqn pφq
¯
pψ ¨ ψqn ´ εφεσE
phq
n pφq
´ B
Bψεσ
pψ ¨ ψqn
¯ı
”
ÿ
σ,ε
n“0,1,2
”
ψεσ
´ B
Bφεσ
Ephqn pφq
¯
pψ ¨ ψqn ´ φεσE
phq
n pφqψ
´ε
σ npψ ¨ ψq
n´1χpn ě 1q
ı
.
Let us take φ P SphqXR4, and let us expand the right-hand side to second order
in the fields. Combining Eqs. (C.17), (C.18) we get, using that BφE
phq
n p0q “ 0:
0 “
ÿ
σ,ε
”
ψεσφ
´ε
σ
B2
BφεσBφ
´ε
σ
E
phq
0 p0q ´ φ
ε
σψ
´ε
σ E
phq
1 p0q
ı
“
”ÿ
σ,ε
ψεσφ
´ε
σ
ı´ B2
BφεσBφ
´ε
σ
E
phq
0 p0q ´ E
phq
1 p0q
¯
”
”ÿ
σ,ε
ψεσφ
´ε
σ
ı´1
2
B2
B}φ}2
E
phq
0 p0q ´ E
phq
1 p0q
¯
(C.19)
where we used that, by symmetry, B
2
BφεσBφ
´ε
σ
E
phq
0 p0q does not depend on ε, σ.
Therefore, we conclude that:
1
2
B2
B}φ}2
E
phq
0 p0q ´ E
phq
1 p0q “ 0 , (C.20)
which implies that γ
phq
φ,2 “ γ
phq
ψ,2 as claimed. Let us now prove the last of Eq.
(3.221). To do so, we expand Eq. (C.18) to fourth order in the fields. We get:
0 “
ÿ
σ,ε
σ1,ε1
ψεσφ
´ε
σ φ
ε1φ´ε
1
σ1
2
4!
B4E
phq
0 p0q
B}φ}4
`
ÿ
σ,ε
ψεσφ
´ε
σ pψ ¨ ψq
1
2
B2E
phq
1 p0q
B}φ}2
´
ÿ
σ,ε
σ1,ε1
φεσψ
´ε
σ φ
ε1
σ1φ
´ε1
σ1
1
2
B2E
phq
1 p0q
B}φ}2
´2
ÿ
σ,ε
φεσψ
´ε
σ pψ ¨ ψqE
phq
2 p0q . (C.21)
Therefore, from this equation we infer:
2
4!
B4E
phq
0 p0q
B}φ}4
“
1
2
B2E
phq
1 p0q
B}φ}2
“ 2E
phq
2 p0q , (C.22)
that is:
2γ
phq
φφ,4 “ γ
phq
φψ,4 “ 2γ
phq
ψψ,4 , (C.23)
as claimed.
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Finally, we conclude the appendix by mentioning a well-known result on
supersymmetric functions [18, 68] (see also [12], Theorem 11.4.5).
Theorem C.10 (Localization theorem). Let the function fpζq be supersymmet-
ric in the sense of Eq. (C.8) and of Schwartz type in the sense of Definition C.6.
Then: ż
dζ fpζq “ fp0q . (C.24)
Remark C.11. We are not formulating the localization theorem in its most
general form. Furthermore, in the present context the theorem is a simple and
elegant application of integration by parts [18].
Remark C.12. (i) Thus, being U phqpζq of Schwartz type and supersymmet-
ric, and L
3
2
P N:
E
phq
0 p0q “
ż
dµpζqrU phqpζqU phqp´ζqs
L3
2 “ 1 . (C.25)
(ii) We shall also prove that ZN “ 1, recall (2.15), and that xφ
`
x φ
´
y yN “
´xψ`x ψ
´
y yN , Eq. (4.6), as a consequence of the localization theorem. Here,
we shall rely on supersymmetry for functions of the full hierarchical super-
field. Some care is needed, since in the hierarchical model the superfield
integration is only definined in terms of the integrations of the single-scale
fields ζ
phq˘
x,σ , h “ 0, ..., N ´ 1. The full superfield Φ˘x,σ is a linear combi-
nation of the single scale superfields, see Eq. (2.7). Let us introduce the
global differential operator:
Q :“
N´1ÿ
h“0
ÿ
xPΛph`1q
Qphqx , Q
phq
x :“
ÿ
σ,ε
”
ζ
phqε
ψ,x,σ
B
Bζ
phqε
φ,x,σ
´ εζ
phqε
φ,x,σ
B
Bζ
phqε
ψ,x,σ
ı
.
(C.26)
Recall the definition (2.14):
xP yN “
ż “N´1ź
h“0
dµpζphqq
‰
e´V pΦqP pΦq . (C.27)
To begin, the identity
Q
ph1q
x1 e
´i
ř
7“φ,ψ
ř
σ“ÒÓ ζ
phq`
7,x,σζ
phq´
7,x,σ “ 0 (C.28)
implies that:
Q
˜
N´1ź
h“0
ź
xPΛph`1q
e´i
ř
7“φ,ψ
ř
σ“ÒÓ ζ
phq`
7,x,σ
ζ
phq´
7,x,σ
¸
“ 0 . (C.29)
Furthermore, we have also have that Qe´V pΦq “ 0. Indeed, since e´V pΦq “ś
xPΛp0q fpΦxq, where fpΦxq “ e
´λpΦx¨Φxq
2´iµpΦx¨Φxq:
QfpΦxq “
˜
N´1ÿ
h“0
Q
phq
tL´h´1xu
¸
f
´N´1ÿ
h“0
L´hAtL´hxuζ
phq
tL´h´1xu
¯
” QΦx fpΦxq “ 0 ,
(C.30)
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where QΦx :“
ř
σ,εrψ
ε
x,σ
B
Bφεx,σ
´ εφεx,σ
B
Bψεx,σ
s. The first equality follows by
the fact that Φx depends only on ζ
phq
tL´h´1xu
for h “ 0, ..., N ´ 1; the sec-
ond equality is obtained after repeated application of the identity (C.14).
Finally, QΦx fpΦxq “ 0 by direct computation (recall that the function
pΦx ¨ Φxq is Q
Φ
x -supersymmetric) Thus, the localization theorem [18, 68]
implies that:
xP yN “ P p0q , (C.31)
provided that e´V pΦqP pΦq is of Schwartz type and that QP pΦq “ 0. Taking
P pΦq “ 1, Eq. (C.31) immediately implies ZN “ 1. To conclude, let us
consider (φ` “ φ´ here)
P pΦq “ pψpěkq`x,σ ψ
pěkq´
x,σ ` φ
pěkq`
x,σ φ
pěkq´
x,σ q . (C.32)
The function e´V pΦqP pΦ
pěkq
x q is of Schwartz type. Moreover, by Eq. (C.30):
QP pΦq “ QΦ
pěkq
x P pΦ
pěkq
x q “ 0 , (C.33)
with QΦ
pěkq
x :“
ř
σ,εrψ
pěkqε
x,σ
B
Bφ
pěkqε
x,σ
´ εφ
pěkqε
x,σ
B
Bψ
pěkqε
x,σ
s. Hence, by (C.31),
for tL´k`1xu “ tL´k`1yu:
xpφ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
φ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
` ψ
pěk´1q`
tL´k`1xu
ψ
pěk´1q´
tL´k`1yu
qyN “ 0 , (C.34)
which proves Eq. (4.6).
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